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Don & Linda Rankin were recently honored by the Arcola, IL, Chamber of
Commerce which selected them as the 2016 Grand Marshals of the Broom

Corn Festival.  The Rankins purchased the Arcola Record-Herald
newspaper and Broom & Broom Corn News (now Broom, Brush & Mop
magazine) in December of 1977. They have been active in the Arcola
community, school and civic organizations, The Arcola Chamber of
Commerce, The Arcola Foundation and The Arcola United Methodist

Church for the past 39 years. They own Rankin Publishing Co., and are
publishers of Broom, Brush & Mop magazine, Maintenance Sales News
magazine, Busline Magazine and Discover Central Illinois magazine. 
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INNOVATION
advances automation

IN 2016 ERA

The Boucherie Borghi Group, made up of Borghi S.p.A.,
headquartered in Castelfranco Emilia, Italy, and G.B.
Boucherie N.V., based in Izegem, Belgium, remain
committed, two and one half years into their partnership, to

growing new projects and improving technology together. 
For the first time, however, Boucherie and Borghi showcased

product portfolios together from one
exhibition stand during last April’s
2016 InterBrush trade fair.
Representatives from The Group
called the event successful — along
with a few expected challenges.
“The stand consisted of 2,000

square meters (over 20,000 square
feet), 40 machines and 174 staff
members. It required strong organizing
efforts and great individual passion,”
Francesco Carullo, head of market-
ing for The Boucherie Borghi
Group, said. “This year’s InterBrush

was an important test for everybody, and we came away very happy with
the final results. 
“We were proud to show how Borghi and Boucherie work well

together and can truly say, ‘We are one.’”
Carullo added that the relationship between Boucherie and Borghi

personnel continues to progress day-by-day. 
“We integrate projects in all areas, and everybody works hard to meet

various deadlines. Commercial synergies and joint developments are

now a reality,” he said. “At InterBrush 2016, for example, we unveiled
several new machines and technologies that focused on various
market segments.”
This included the HEPTA, an entry level compact machine, and

PTt, which involves tufting technology that is expected to change
toothbrush manufacturing at both the high and low ends of the
market, according to Carullo. 
Other new equipment shown at InterBrush involved the OVALE,

which Carullo called, “The most productive household brush machine
ever built due to its zero index time.” Meanwhile, the GIOTTO offers
technical brush manufacturers a fully automatic machine for making
discs, cylinder brushes and other special items; and the U TWIST
provides a solid solution for producing closed-end twisted brushes.
According to Carullo, The Boucherie Borghi Group is a global

brand, with machines installed in more than 100 countries.  
“Our goal is to also provide customers with professional support and

prompt reaction times. To do that, we are constantly pursuing a local
strategy by improving our presence in terms of technical assistance and
spare parts in all major markets,” he said. “Our customers can count on
150 years of combined experience and 420 employees, ready and able
to meet the technological challenges of today’s brush industry. It’s also
important for us to remain a ‘technology reference point.’ This means
we are a professional and attentive partner, helping customers with their
day-to-day challenges. 
“We want to be a growth factor for our customers, and grow together

with them. The Boucherie Borghi Group represents a secure investment
with reliable support. We will continue to develop technological
solutions to match the needs of different companies operating within
the brush industry.” 
Carullo added that the need for greater automation never wanes

when it comes to overall brush production.
“Whether it’s seeking high quality or low

costs...no matter w hat the strategy that is in
place with a specific corporation, efficient
manufacturing p   aves the way for a competitive
advantage,” Carullo said. “This is what the right type of
automation does — it improves the efficiency of an organization,
reduces manufacturing costs and increases production volumes. 
“At The Boucherie Borghi Group, we are experiencing solid

results in all of these areas of business, while working with European
and North American brush makers who are investing in local
manufacturing. This reflects heavily in our sales results.”
Officials at The Boucherie Borghi Group also work hard with

Italian equipment manufacturers Techno Plastic and Unimac.

By Harrell Kerkhoff
Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

SPECIAL FOCUS | MACHINERY 2016

Francesco Carullo

Pushing innovation to advance automation remains a
critical component of success for those companies that
design and manufacture machinery used in the production
of brushes, mops, brooms and related products. 

Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine recently interviewed
representatives of international equipment manufacturers
to learn about new developments at their companies, and
discuss how they are helping customers become more
productive in today’s competitive global marketplace. Many
of these officials also discussed their company’s highlights
from the quadrennial InterBrush trade fair, held last April in
Freiburg, Germany. 
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Representatives from all involved entities often refer to this network
as, “The Brush District.” 
“The focus of this partnership remains the same — offering the

right solutions to all brush makers so that they can meet their
individual manufacturing and sales needs,” Carullo said. 

Contact: Bodam International Ltd., 903 Cirelli Court, 
Aberdeen, MD 21001 USA. 

Phone: 410-272-9797; Fax: 410-272-0799. 
E-mail: bodam@bodam.com.
Website: www.bodam.com.

———
Boucherie USA, Inc., 8748 Gleason Road,

Knoxville, TN 37923 USA.
Phone: 865-247-6091.

E-mail: john@boucherie.com.
Website: www.boucherie.com.

Following what company representatives called a very successful
InterBrush 2016 trade fair in Freiburg, Wöhler Brush Tech
GmbH officials have been busy working on several new
machine projects for the near future, further helping customers

involved in the worldwide brush and related marketplace. 
“Our portfolio fits many different industrial brush sectors. For

example, when it comes to strip brush machines, there is the new Wöhler
SBM Basic, developed to offer start-up
enterprises a highly flexible machine
that also provides high product quality,”
Wöhler Brush Tech Managing
Director Matthias Peveling said. “The
machine is also developed for strip brush
producers who are looking for greater
flexibility when it comes to small series
production. This is of increasing
importance in the wake of ever-growing
technology, which can demand specialty
brushes to be produced in small series
with shorter lead times. This is often
needed when it comes to prototype

developments and applications. The SBM Basic is the perfect solution
for winning these new markets.”
Peveling also addressed the company’s focus on power brush

machinery. He said many customers are looking for machines that
provide higher output to enhance production efficiency. 
“This is why Wöhler has developed the ZVA 322. It’s a twist-knot

power brush machine with an increase in output of up to 200
percent,” Peveling said. “The ZVA 322 is the world’s fastest twist-
knot brush machine. We are very proud to have yet another leading
machine with the ZVA 322. It fits in nicely with our SBM 92, the
fastest strip brush machine in the world at a production speed of up
to 130 feet per minute.
“Other projects from Wöhler include our twisted brush machines. Of

particular interest are the MTI 960, for the production of miniature
twisted-in-wire brushes; and the TIM 4, which produces twisted
brushes with four core wires and has an integrated trimming station.”
Other equipment the company continues to highlight include

trimming benches as well as the flat wire rolling machine FWR 250,
which is now available with wire thickness control. This ensures
loss-free production from the very start of processing.
As an InterBrush 2016 exhibitor, Peveling reiterated that his

company was very pleased with its results from the trade fair — an
event billed as the largest of its kind in the world for brush producers. 

“We made many changes, from previous years, when it came to
our 2016 InterBrush stand presentation. We wanted guests to not only
visit our stand, but truly experience the Wöhler world of
brushmaking machines,” he said. “This focus worked as InterBrush
attendees voted our company as having the ‘most informative stand’
at the trade fair. It proved that our stand presentation at Freiburg was
on the mark, and will encourage us to further develop its concept.”
According to Peveling, Wöhler representatives continue to study

all innovative developments that are found in today’s different brush
production sectors. 
“When a customer approaches us with a special challenge, we look

forward to providing our expertise during a professional
consultation. Wöhler has never failed in meeting these challenges,”
Peveling said. “Over the years, Wöhler has also made significant
changes to its customer service approach. This has become
increasingly important. Customer satisfaction is always our goal, and
we are proud of the service that Wöhler offers.”
He added that advancements needed for the different types of

equipment used to produce brushes and related products continues to
grow in importance.   
“We live in a globalized world, where technology is growing daily.

A continual push for more automation of
industrial processes is mandatory in today’s
climate. This is true for brush production and
everything else. Having a reliable partner, such
as Wöhler, is essential,” Peveling said. “Machine
development is a continuous process. In order to be a leading
company, you have to work hard and stay up-to-date. This is our
goal, and forms the basis of Wöhler’s daily operations. 
“We look toward a bright and exciting future with 80 years of

expertise, and great team-building qualities. This helps Wöhler
officials focus on the challenges ahead.”
Peveling added that there remains a myriad of interesting

applications found throughout the world for brush use. 
“In many industrial sectors, brushes are not only essential, they are

indispensable,” Peveling said. “There are also sectors where people are
just beginning to discover the extensive uses of brushes. It’s sure to stay
exciting for everyone involved    in brush machinery and brush production.”

Contact: Wöhler Brush Tech GmbH, Schützenstraße 38,
33181 Bad Wünnenberg, Germany

Phone: +49 29 53 73 300
Email: bt@woehler.com

Website: http://bt.woehler.com

Officials at Bizzotto Giovanni Automation continue to invest in
different resources to further expand the company’s production
facility, located in the municipality of San Giorgio in Bosco, in
Italy. At the same time, the brush machinery producer has

increased production and engineering staff to ensure customers continue
to receive quick and efficient service pertaining to technical assistance,
advice and supply.
“We also focus heavily on our website, which shows all of Bizzotto’s

capabilities and potential in the automation sector,” Bizzotto General
Manager Marco Bizzotto said. “We are excited about the company’s
future, especially when it comes to new products and building solid
customer relationships.”
Bizzotto representatives also reported on a strong 2016 InterBrush

showing as an exhibitor. The company showcased custom-made
equipment while building relationships with new and longtime customers.
“Following the path marked by its founder, Giovanni Bizzotto, a

person with a passion for mechanical equipment, and putting to good
use the experience achieved after many years of hard work, Bizzotto

Matthias Peveling





Giovanni Automation has evolved in the mechanical and industrial
sectors,” according to Marco Bizzotto. 
Due to technological research and the development of sophisticated

automation systems, the company has widened its horizons, presenting
itself as a supplier of totally customized machinery for different
industrial sectors. Marco Bizzotto said the company has also focused on
offering a complete partnership with customers that
expresses itself in the capacity to understand needs and
provide “made-to-measure” solutions.
Established in 1957, Bizzotto Giovanni Automation

specializes in providing machinery in three main
areas. They are:
n Handle Machinery Sector — Sanders, chucking

machinery (i.e. doming, tapering, tenoning, threading,
end boring, cross boring, etc.), painting machinery
(lacquering), labeling systems, and packing
machinery for the production of wooden handles.
Complete machinery lines are also available for the

production of metal handles, starting from flat steel or
aluminum band coil and including painting lines;
machines for assembling various plastic inserts (i.e. hanger tips, thread
inserts, mop inserts, tapered inserts, etc.); boring, deforming  and
cutting machinery; labeling systems; and machines for packaging with
the use of different systems, including those that are robotized;
n Woodworking Machinery Sector — Profiling and shaping

machines; boring and tapping machines; and sanders for the
production of broom and brush blocks, paintbrush handles and
similar items; and
n Industrial Automation Sector — Customized machinery for the

preparation, positioning and assembly of particular products and
accessories for the cleaning industry (i.e. mops, floor scrubbers,
detergent dispensers, velvet lint brushes for clothes cleaning, adhesive
lint brushes for clothes cleaning, toothbrush/accessories, etc.); and
machinery for the automotive and kitchen appliance industries.
“Our commitment remains the same, which is to provide

revolutionary and profitable technical solutions for customers.
Confidential agreements that we make with our customers, when
developing new and personalized projects, do not allow us to promote
our innovations and machinery as we normally would, but we are very
proud of the results that we have achieved. These results help us remain
a reliable partner with customers,” Marco Bizzotto said. 
He added that a sometimes slow world economy has not had a

strong negative influence on Bizzotto. He feels this is due to the
company’s ongoing commitment to understand customers’ needs and
provide state-of-the-art solutions. 
“We are aware that our customers’ successes keep us successful as

well,” Marco Bizzotto said. “Most of our customers — as broom, brush
and/or mop manufacturers — choose to periodically develop new
products and models, increasing the value added to their products. They
invest in innovation as it’s the only way to avoid becoming involved in
a war of falling prices among competitors. Those companies that
produce innovative products are often more profitable.” 
Continuous evolution of these products pushes many companies to

search for flexible technologies and, at the same time, the lowest
investment and management costs. 
“All of this requires the use of technologically-advanced

production and, therefore, machinery with high flexibility in order to
continually adapt to new requirements,” Marco Bizzotto said. “This
is a challenge for an existing development process that, thanks to
globalization, has tried to design and make products with the idea of
producing in large numbers.
“We believe the most important thing we offer is a complete

partnership with customers. This expresses itself in our capacity to
understand their specific needs, and provide customers with ‘made-
to-measure’ solutions.”
According to Marco Bizzotto, his company does not simply build

machinery. Instead, its staff — with competencies that range from
design to engineering — supports each customer in the evaluation of

possible ergonomic and technical improvements, for
which a specific machine and automation must be
created. 
“Once final specifications for an item are

identified, our team of designers and electronic
experts set the most suitable technical solutions in
place to apply to the machinery. A sophisticated
computer network allows for strict cooperation
between our different departments. This guarantees
a constant updating capability for any phase of the
project, and the application of the most innovative
and reliable technologies,” Marco Bizzotto said.
“Only then will each component be produced with
great care, while the final assembly of the parts and

testing also takes place. Lastly, a team of qualified technicians
attends to the installation and the start-up of our machinery. We can
provide this service anywhere in the world.”
Focusing on the slogan, “The solution is … automation,” Marco

Bizzotto added it’s the company’s stance that automation should be
applied, as much as possible, in all production processes. 
“We are currently developing some fully automatic production lines;

however, most of our machines are custom-made, and most of our
projects must be kept confidential,” Marco Bizzotto said. “This is an
aspect of how we do business, and it’s appreciated by our customers.”
He added that a continual push toward automation is important as

it helps reduce production costs. It not only lowers manual labor
requirements but optimizes productivity — assuring a high and
consistent standard of quality.

“Advancement in automation, through the
use of the most suitable and up-to-date
technical solutions, helps to successfully
achieve product reliability, simplicity of use
and economy of cost,” Marco Bizzotto said. 
Overall, he added, Bizzotto has carved out a niche within the

machinery marketplace by providing customized and flexible
equipment, while also supporting customers during every step of the
production process. 
“Each solution that we propose is dedicated to a specific item or

items that a customer needs to produce. It’s with the passion of an
‘artisan’ that our state-of-the-art solutions are highly appreciated in
many places of the world,” he added.
Looking ahead, Bizzotto officials will work to further improve the

company’s production processes, according to Marco Bizzotto. It’s
also important that these same officials keep a watchful eye on costs
and other business-related challenges.
“Achievement of this requires a commitment that we are able to

accomplish as a company thanks to our experience and dedication,”
he added. “Bizzotto’s future centers around the building of greater
custom automation systems for all areas of assembly and packaging,
as the future of broom, brush and mop production remains contingent
on developing new products and models.” 

Contact: Bizzotto Giovanni Automation Srl, 
Via M.Buonarroti, 67 Paviola di S. Giorgio in Bosco (PD).

Phone: +39 049 9451067; Fax +39 049 9451068.
Email: info@bizzottoautomation.com.
Website: www.bizzottoautomation.com.
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Marco Bizzotto



Product quality, automation and customer service continue to be
the main driving factors for customers purchasing mop
making equipment from FIBRATEXSA, a machinery
manufacturer located in Honduras. 

“Seeking vertical markets and specialized sectors through the use
of technological innovations is very important for healthy
companies. This is why those businesses that still thrive in the mop
industry continue to innovate and buy state-of-the-art equipment,”
FIBRATEXSA Managing Director Robert Handal said.
The company’s mop making equipment includes sewing stations

and automatic cutters. Its existence was “born out of necessity” years
ago, Handal added, to help FIBRATEXSA’s sister Honduran
company, HIMESA, which is a producer of mop yarns, mops and
related products. 
“The majority of HIMESA customers who purchase mop yarn and

mops also buy machinery from FIBRATEXSA,” Handal said. “This
enables our group to offer a complete solution to mop manufacturers
that includes mop yarn, mop tape, plastic components and machinery.
“Our experience in the mop industry helps FIBRATEXSA offer

machinery that has been proven in real-life factory environments.
This machinery is, ‘beefed up, heavy-duty and built to last.’”
A continued focus on advancements in automation is important for

both FIBRATEXSA, and the company’s customers, according to
Handal. 

“Advanced automation provides more
productivity, with less focus on labor, and
more precision in quality and manufacturing
specifications. There is no downside,” he said. 
Therefore, continued innovation remains essential at

FIBRATEXSA. For example, the company has finished its first

computerized wire forming and bending machine known as the
FIBRATEXSA WB1. It features 2D and 3D capabilities. This allows
for the availability of intricate designs.
“This is important for the mop industry when utilizing wire in the

production process of dust mop frames, lay flat-style mops, mop
holders and more,” Handal said. 
One of the challenges Handal reported for his company regards

“copycat” mop making machinery currently on the market. These
machines, he said, are lower in price but are made with low-
grade parts.
“I feel those companies that purchase these cheaper machines will

end up paying for their mistakes at the end. You can’t substitute
quality,” Handal added. 
Despite everyday challenges, FIBRATEXSA representatives stress

the need for their company to continue providing quality mop
making equipment and service. 
“Service is of the upmost importance. When an issue arises, we are

prepared with video technology and remote diagnostics. This directly
involves technical personnel at a customer’s facility, allowing us to
help solve issues without an expensive visit,” Handal said. 
As far as the future of FIBRATEXSA is concerned, Handal

explained that company representatives remain busy with new
machinery designs, joint ventures and establishing divisions. 
“We have a lot of good things ‘cooking’ right now, and sales

worldwide for our company have improved,” he said. “I also want to
thank all of our customers for their continued support.”

Contact: FIBRATEXSA Machines, Division of 
HIMESA Honduras. Phone: ++504-2558-8141.

Websites: www.fibratexsa.com;
www.himesa.com.
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InterBrush 2016 not only represented the first edition in which Borghi
s.p.a. and Boucherie N.V. participated as a group in a single stand, but
also it was the most successful event in the history of both companies,

now merged as one. New innovations and developments in technology
and machinery —from the household brush to the technical brush sector,
as well as from the oral care to the personal care sector — are what
visitors to the Boucherie Borghi Group stand were able to experience.

What’s New For Oral Care!
PTt — NEW!

PTt is an anchorless toothbrush line using new and revolutionary
technology. PTt technology makes the manufacturing of anchorless
toothbrushes simpler, and offers a wide variety of design options. 
Just like a conventional toothbrush machine, the PTt works with standard

toothbrush handles with pre-cored holes, as well as pre-cut filament pucks.
A fiber-box, with in-line end-rounding feature, ensures excellent product
quality. The PTt is available as a manually loaded machine, or with all
possible automation to reduce operator labor. Depending on the number of
stations and the exact configuration, there are PTt machines available with
outputs from 22 up to 48 brushes per minute.  

SPECIAL FOCUS | MACHINERY 2016

ADVERTORIAL

PTt is considered by
many who have viewed
this new technology to
be the future of certain
segments of brush
manufacturing.

BOUCHERIE
BORGHI GROUP

 

  

   
 

  

      1 0    09:38

GIVING MORE

The Hepta is an economical, high speed tufting machine for toothbrushes: the filling tool is completely new and redesigned, with an absolute
minimum of parts and as good as no adjustments, so that maintenance is minimized and set-up is quick. All movements are controlled by means of
servomotors. The touch-screen interface is easy to use with clear messages, and the controller can hold plenty of different programs. 
As a standard, the machine is equipped with a triple fiber-box, so that brushes with three different types of filaments

can be made. The Hepta is available as a manually-loaded machine, or with a simple automatic handle feeder, can
reduce labor around the machine.

Hepta — NEW!

Hepta has been well received by toothbrush manufacturers from around the world.
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DURABLE 
PROTECTION
Safeguarding your investment

WASHING SYSTEM TECHNICAL & 
INDUSTRIAL 
BRUSHES

WATCH THE VIDEO:
BORGHI.COM/SHELL

b d  h ll bb t i dd   1 05/08/14   09:38
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STAR R2
The STAR R2 is a high-

output production work cell
for dish brushes and toilet
brushes. The STAR R2 is
capable of delivering a large
quantity of finished brushes,
trimming included, thanks to
the four workstations, each
one operating simultaneously
on two brushes. The change-
over from toilet to dishwashing
brushes is extremely fast.

STAR R32
The STAR R32 is a five-

axis carousel machine with
three working stations:
manual loading/offloading of
the brush backs, double
drilling station and double
filling station. The STAR
R32 can produce a very
wide range of household
brush models, and has
innovatively designed guards
to maximize ergonomics and
ensure operator safety.  

TCU
For the production of

brooms and brushes with
natural as well as synthetic
filling materials, the TCU
offers a reliable solution and
high output. The TCU range
of machines is based on a
modular concept: the basic
machine is manually loaded,
but automatic handle loading,
integrated trimming as well as
other automation are all
available. 

Vertical Drill/Fill Machines
Vertical tufting machines are the best compromise between

productivity, ease-of-use, maintenance and versatility. The SMART V2
is a family of double-head, vertical drilling and filling machines, driven by
four or five axes of movement, and running in a continuous work cycle. The
SMART V2 is ideal for the production of flat brushes, brooms and round-
head toilet brushes, at a reduced investment cost. 

Shown is the STAR R32 
double-filling station.

Shown in the OVALE with triple fiber box.

OVALE is revolutionary with no index time.

The TCU is shown making coco 
fiber-filled push brooms.

Household Brush Manufacturing Equipment —
Carousel Drill/Fill Machines

OVALE — NEW!
The OVALE is a new, universal high-output double header carrousel

machine. The OVALE is a truly revolutionary machine in so many
aspects. This includes no index time on many brush models, and a high
tufting speed of up to 1,200 tufts per minute for higher output. 
It also has a very quick and easy-to-fill handle feeding conveyor with

orientation feature and automatic positioning, as well as electronic
trimming that is controlled by means of servomotors, and includes
excellent accessibility for change-over and maintenance. The operator
workspace is kept compact, with a well thought-out layout, which adds
to the overall efficiency and safety of the machine.

Shown is the STAR V2 cylinder brush carriage.



In this vertical,
double-head machine
family, the top of the
range for performance
and flexibility is the
STAR V2 (two filling
tools, three drills,
continuous work-cycle
and five axes). It’s
capable of covering a
whole range of products
— from banisters to
clothes brushes, and

from tank brushes to toilet brushes — and at the same time, delivers a very high
production output and maximum level of versatility.

Technical & Industrial Brush 
Manufacturing Solutions

GIOTTO - NEW!
The newly designed GIOTTO extends the already wide range of

Borghi solutions for technical and industrial brush manufacturers.
GIOTTO is meant for high volume production of disc brushes, featuring
continuous operations along its three stations. 
The first station allows the operator to load the virgin discs while the

machine is drilling and filling them in the other two positions. Every time
the drilling/filling operation is completed, the machine indexes, bringing
the brush automatically to the next station. 
When the working cycle is completed, the disc brush returns to the first

station where a CNC-controlled trimmer takes action by accurately

finishing the brush, which is then ready to be taken off by the operator and
replaced with a new virgin block. 
GIOTTO is available with a standard mechanical filling head or e-

STROKE technology, Borghi’s patented electronic filling head.

PERSONAL CARE BRUSHES
AMR Facial - NEW!

The AMR-facial is a high speed, spool-fed tufting machine for
anchorless face cleaning brushes. The spool-fed filling tools, which
allow the use of very thin filaments, tuft the fine material directly into the
head plate of the brush, eliminating any issues related to handling and
picking of fine filaments. After tufting, the filaments are melted together,
and the head plates can subsequently be assembled with the rest of the
brush, or over-molded. 
The AMR-facial is available as a manually loaded machine to make the

tufted head plates only, or with all possible automation, including assembly
of the brush to reduce operator labor. This machine can also be combined
with the new and revolutionary PTt technology for anchorless brushes.

IDM
The IDM machine is a compact, high-output machine for the

production of small twisted-in-wire brushes, such as mascara brushes.
There are variants available with spool feed as well as with puck feed of
the bristles. Output is up to 90 brushes per minute, making the IDM the
fastest twisted-in-wire brush machine on the market.

DMU-1
For small and medium production runs of high-quality hairbrushes, a

special version of the DMU-1 is available. It includes a short-stroke
filling tool and a high-precision fiber picking system. This compact
machine can produce rubber pads, radial as well as flat hairbrushes, bath
brushes and nailbrushes with very short change-over times.

The STAR V2 radial carriage is one of 
several setups now available for this 

extremely versatile machine.

The GIOTTO fiber box provides up to three colors. 

These are examples of face-cleaning brushes.

The IDM makes up to 90 brushes per minute.
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Shown is rubber pad hairbrush production on a DMU-1 machine.



Trimmers, Flaggers And Finishing Machines
SHARP BLD - NEW!

The new SHARP BLD is the ultimate solution for finishing virtually any type of brush such as tank brushes, fender brushes, toilet brushes and other
speciality brushes. It has two clamping stations, so the operator can load and unload the brushes in one position while on the second position the
trimming and flagging units are working on the previously loaded brush. The tools are CNC-controlled, ensuring the maximum flexibility and the
possibility to program various curved brush profiles. 

SHARP 6 
The already popular SHARP 6 carrousel trimming and finishing now has three renewed versions: SHARP 6 BASIC, an entry level machine;

SHARP 6 PLUS, for higher performance; and SHARP 6 ePLUS, with electronically-controlled tools.
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The all-new U TWIST machine is the ultimate solution for loop-end twisted brush production.

For brush manufacturers in the USA 
and Canada, contact: 

For oral care product manufacturers and injection molds:
Boucherie USA, Inc.,

8748 Gleason Road,  Knoxville, TN 37923 USA.  
Phone: 865-247-6091; Fax: 865-247-6117. 

Email: sales@boucherie.com.

For household, technical and industrial 
brush manufacturers:

Bodam International Ltd.,
903 Cirelli Court, Aberdeen, MD 21001 USA. 
Phone: 410-272-9797; Fax 410-272-0799. 

Email: info@borghiusa.com.
Website: www.bodam.com.

The Boucherie Borghi Group offers technology
for every brush maker, in any part of the world,
for all kinds of projects, and for all budgets. It
provides brush manufacturers the right solution
for their needs, helping steady growth, offering
safe investments and providing reliable support.
Customers can count on The Boucherie Borghi
Group’s expertise, experience and dedication to
fulfil their machinery requirements as well as
post-sales’ customer service and support.  
With so many innovative product offerings

available, now is the time to invest in updating old,
outdated equipment for brush manufacturing needs
with cutting-edge technology from The Boucherie
Borghi Group.

Twisting And Mop
Machines

U TWIST - NEW!
The U TWIST is the ultimate

solution for the production of twisted
brushes with loop-end or closed-end
features. The machine consists of two
working stations: one station carries out
the first twisting, while the other one
does the final twisting and the finishing
of the brush. Working simultaneously
on two brushes, the two stations ensure
a tremendous output of finished
brushes.

OCTOPUS 2 PLUS - NEW!
The new OCTOPUS 2 PLUS is a

semi-automatic mop making machine
fed with sockets and staples by
conveyor belts, ensuring an output of
1,600 mops/hour. OCTOPUS 2 PLUS
is an intermediate solution between
manually loaded and fully automatic
machines, offering at the same time
high output and versatility.
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ZAHORANSKY
GERMAN ENGINEERING 
WITH PASSION & PERFECTION

Z.PARD

ADVERTORIAL

Z.PARD
The ideal solution for household brush manufacturers, the Z.PARD

offers flexibility, at a price that cannot be matched.
Based on the success of the Z.TIGER, the Z.PARD is a three-

station carousel machine. Very high tufting speed of up to 1,100
bundles per minute, together with double clamping, provide
maximum output. An incredibly low stand-still time of under two
seconds further assures machine efficiency of up to 85 percent.
The flexibility of a Quick Change System allows customers to easily

change between a broom or WC carriage. Or simply change six
clamping tools to produce a variety of different broom or brush models.
The Z.PARD is capable of manufacturing push brooms up to 600 mm in
length, or a variety of dish washing, toilet and other household brushes.

Further options include:
• 4 or 5 axis;
• 70 or 100 mm stroke;
• Anchor or Staple filling tool;
• Single, Double or Triple Filament Box; 
• Remote maintenance;
• Offline 3D Brush Designer;
• Conversion kit for wire or natural hair; and, 
• Driver Pressure Sensor System.
The Z.PARD is perfectly complemented by the RP finishing

machine. With six stations, the RP can be tailored to meet customer
needs for pre, final and trim, two flagging, cleaning out and beating
— all from one compact unit.

Zahoransky – Where The Future Is At Home
The values of good production are the same worldwide. They are created

by highly qualified employees; sophisticated, innovative and always reliable
technology; and, in our case, an incredibly wide range of high-performance
machines. With our machines, we are at home anywhere in the world, but
our quality is 100 percent Black Forest.

More than a century ago, Anton Zahoransky marked the start of a new era in brush production when he developed the
first drilling and tufting machine for brushes. The company has grown into an international business, offering
complete solutions in the field of machine building and automation technology. 

It now has four divisions: Mold Making, Systems Technology, Packaging Machines and Brush Machines. With
approximately 730 employees, the company has operations in 11 locations in Germany, Brazil, Spain, China, Japan,
India and the USA.

Products Include:
• Machinery and equipment for the production of household, technical, cosmetic, medical, health and oral care brushes;
• Packaging machines;
• Injection molds;
• System technology containing injection molds and automation solutions for the consumer goods industry and personal care, as

well as hybrid components in the fields of automotive, electronic, medical engineering and pharmacy;
• Injection molds and automation solutions for the packaging industry;
• The automation of packaging machines; and, 
• Worldwide consulting and service, supporting customers with product design, process development and project planning.



Black Forest Originals

zahoransky.com

Passion and Perfection in Molds, Machinery and Automation.
Black Forest Quality by ZAHORANSKY



Further Machines For The Production And Trimming 
Of Brooms And Brushes 

Z.LION
This fully-automated twin machine, with 5-axis version for drilling

and tufting, includes: 
• High level of trimming and flagging quality with consistent

performance;
• 20 percent more output than competitors’ machines;
• Superior trimming and flagging quality compared to similar systems.

Only one machine operator required;
• Output of fully-finished brushes; and,
• Inexpensive fully-automated solution for common household brushes.

AW8
This semi-automated carousel design with indexing table, and eight

brush clamps for trimming and cleaning out of centrical rotary
brushes, includes:
• For straight, conical or curved brush profiles (contour cut can be

programmed to any shape);
• Carousel design with electrical indexing table for the quickest cycle

times (up to 120 brushes/hour); and,
• Brush diameter up to 250 mm and lengths of up to 450 mm. 

Z.WASP
The semi-automatic single-tufting machine, featuring 5-axis version for

the drilling and tufting of technical and household brushes, includes: 
• An all-around performer among brush machines;
• Produces brooms, dome brushes, strip brushes, disk brushes and even

toilet brushes;
• Processing of dome brushes in a single-work process; and,
• Conversion kit for processing abrasive filaments.

Z.TIGER
A fully-automated 4-station twin carousel, 5-axis version for drilling

and tufting, includes: 
• High tufting speed of up to 1,200 tufts/minute;
• 770 brushes/hour;
• Extremely short stand still time—under 1.7 seconds;
• Household brushes and street-sweeping brooms up to a length of 600

mm in one operation;
• Operator-friendly ergonomics for loading brush blocks and filaments;

and,
• Buffer of 10-15 minutes via infeed conveyor.
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Z.TIGER

Z.WASP

AW8

Z.LION

CONTACT:
ZAHORANSKY AG, Anton-Zahoransky Strasse 1 

Todtnau-Geschwend 79674 GERMANY. 
Phone: +49 7671-997-0; Fax: +49 7671-997-299. 

E-Mail: info@zahoransky.com. 
Website: www.zahoransky.com.

For USA:
ZAHORANSKY USA, INC.; 1601 Atlantic Dr., Suite 133, 

West Chicago, IL 60185. Phone: +1 630 507-9872; 
Fax: +1 331 240-2970. 

E-Mail: vasko.naumovski@zahoransky.com. 
Website: www.zahoransky.com.
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The story ofBizzotto began in 1957,when the
founder, Giovanni Bizzotto, turned his
garage into a small artisan shop dedicated to

the construction of small manual wooden brush
making machines for local clients. Thanks to his
passion for mechanical equipment, innovative
machines and revolutionary technical solutions
permitted improved quality and an increase in
production of the articles for which the
machinery was designed to produce.
Today, due to constant technological research

and development, and putting to good use the
precious experience achieved after many years
of hard work, Bizzotto has evolved to become
one of the most original realities in the
mechanical, industrial sector.  
After half a century of dedication, passion and

care for the manufacturing industry, Bizzotto
continues to provide revolutionary and profitable
technical solutions to customers all over theworld.
Understanding Customers’ Specific Needs

And Providing State-Of-The-Art Solutions—
This is Bizzotto’s philosophy, a family-owned
company that has widened its horizons by
presenting itself as a supplier of totally customized
machinery for different industrial sectors. It has
focused on quality with a complete partnership
with the customer, which expresses itself in the
capacity to understand the needs of customers and
provide themwith “made-to-measure” solutions.

Experience In The Sector, Complete
Advice And State-Of-The-Art
Solutions. Is This What You Are

Looking For?
Precise teamwork is what the Bizzotto

Company puts into the field to support
customers in every step of the production
process and to implement truly customized
solutions. This support includes:
The Solution Area —A complete staff, with

specific competencies that range from design to
engineering, supports the customer in the
evaluation of possible product ergonomic and
technical improvements for which machinery
and specific automation is to be created. This
consultation can be very useful since it is based
on the rich experience learned by the company.
The Engineering Area — Once the final
specifications of the item to be produced or to be
assembled are identified, the team of designers

and electronic experts apply the most suitable
technical solutions and automations for
machinery. A strict cooperation between the
different departments guarantees a constant
updating in any phase of the project and the
application of the most innovative and reliable
technologies.

Manufacturing — Each component of the
machine is producedwith great care, both within
the in-house specialized departments and with
the cooperation of reliable partners.After careful
and accurate controls, the final assembly of the
parts and the testing take place.

All of this is carried out in total observance
of safety standards that are in force, with
particular care taken to simplicity of use and of
maintenance. Finally, a team of highly qualified
technicians attend to the installation and start-
up of the machinery and any automation that is
needed. This is done all over the world.

Assistance: The availability of a technical
staff for maintenance and service of machinery
and automation in every part of the world is
immediate. Location and solution of the
problems, and any possible upgrade of the
machinery, can be carried out in real time.
SpareParts Service:Aspare partswarehouse

is provided with a computerized system for the
recording and the control of the availability of
any spare part. This assures prompt retrieval and
timely shipping to the customer.

Bizzotto Is Specialized 
In Three Main Sectors 

Handle Machinery Sector: Sanders,
chucking machinery (i.e. doming, tapering,
tenoning, threading, end boring, cross boring,
etc.); painting machinery (lacquering); labeling
systems; and packing machinery for the
production of wooden handles.
Completemachinery lines for the production of

metal handles, starting from the flat steel or
aluminum band coil, including painting lines,
machines for assembling thevariousplastic inserts
(hanger tips, thread inserts, mop inserts, tapered
inserts,etc.),boring,deforming andcutting,aswell
as labeling systems and machines for packaging
with the use of different systems, even robotized.
Woodworking Machinery Sector: Profiling

and shaping machines; boring and tapping
machines; and sanders for the production of
broom and brush blocks, paintbrush handles
and similar items.
Industrial Automation Sector: Customized

machinery for the preparation, positioning and
assembly of particular products and accessories for
the cleaning industry (mops, floor scrubbers,
detergent dispensers, velvet lint brushes for clothes
cleaning, adhesive lint brushes for clothes
cleaning, toothbrushes/accessories, etc.,) auto -
motive industry and the kitchen appliance industry.

BIZZOTTO
GIOVANNI AUTOMATION

Founder Giovanni Bizzotto (left) 
and his staff in 1957.

Today’s Bizzotto Giovanni Automation team.

The company’s engineering department. BIZZOTTO GIOVANNI 
AUTOMATION srl
Via Buonarroti, 67

35010 Paviola di S. Giorgio in Bosco
(Padova) – Italy

Phone: +39 049 9451067
Email: info@bizzottoautomation.com
Website: www.bizzottoautomation.com

ADVERTORIAL
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For over 30 years, Unimac has been a leading
company that manufactures production
equipment to produce metal handles. In a

completely different segment of the Brush
Industry, Unimac also makes machinery for the
production of power brushes such as twist-knot
wheel and cup brushes, end-brushes, crimped
wire wheel and cup brushes, multi-segment and
wide faced power brushes, etc.  
From this machinery, Unimac has also

developed testing equipment (spin-test and life-
test machines) for testing the various power
brush types. Beyond that, Unimac has even made
machinery for the preparation of raw materials
used in power brush manufacturing. This
includes wire crimping/spooling machines as
well as machines for taking wire, straightening
and cutting it to length and forming it into
bundles where needed.
In 2008, Unimac began a partnership with

Borghi s.p.a., of Castelfranco Emilia, Italy
(makers of staple-set, anchor-set, twisted-in-wire
and strip-brush manufacturing machinery). This
was done to take advantage of the
complementary synergy that exists between the
two companies. 
By late 2011, Unimac moved into a new

building adjacent to Borghi. This has allowed the
two companies to collaborate on new machinery
designs, share ideas and create synergy for their
customers. With the added space and state-of-
the-art facility, Unimac has grown and developed
even more solutions for power brush and metal
handle manufacturers.
Focusing on new techniques to produce power

brushes, Unimac is constantly developing ways
to create choices in production methods. This
includes machinery that is versatile for short
runs, easy to change-over and features a balance
between cost versus production range. In this
light, Unimac has produced the FMR0656
Sector Brush Forming machine. It’s manually fed
with raw materials and then forms, presses and
trims the sector brush. In another configuration,
when removing the trimming operation, the
machine can be provided with an automated fiber
feeding system and separate trimmer.
For smaller sector brushes, there is the Unimac

machine model MINI-SECTOR. This prod uction
machine takes spooled wire material and
automatically feeds the wire, cuts it to the
required length and automatically feeds all the
hardware to assemble all of the pieces together.
This forms mini-sector brushes that can be made
up of one or multiple segments, with or without

SPECIAL FOCUS | MACHINERY 2016
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FMR0656 (above) & Brushes (below): Introduced at InterBrush 2012, the FMR0656 is able to produce
a wide range of segment brushes (ID: 32 – 150 mm). A large variety of fibers can be used with this
machine as they are fed manually in bundles as are eyelets and rings. The machine assembles,
compresses and trims these materials forming a segment brush.

UNIMAC
ADVERTORIAL





center-pin, and in a variety of sizes. It then
ejects the finished product that has also been
trimmed to size with the product ready for
packing.  
The machine can produce I.D. sizes from 5 to

10 mm, or can be made to produce 8 to 16 mm
where tooling is required for every I.D. size.  

Full Production Line For Metal Handles
Where elevated levels of metal handle

production are required, UNIMAC has various
solutions in place. This includes low
automation solutions for the production of
2,500 metal handles per hour, as well as high-
output production lines with over 7,000 metal
handles per hour, completely packed and
placed onto pallets. The productivity and
reliability that UNIMAC offers is second to
none thanks to 30 years of experience with this
equipment.  
Especially for plastic-coated metal handles,

Unimac’s product offerings allow for very fast
color changes, the ability to produce two-color,
striped handles, as well as contrasting “grip
feel” when making two-color handles. The
metal handle production line from Unimac can
run a variety of metal coil thicknesses and
qualities. This versatility allows customers to

use the raw materials available in their markets.
Unimac is a name synonymous with quality

engineering and innovative equipment. This
helps manufacturers produce better quality
products that are both more consistent and
productive. 
Be sure to look at how, over three decades of

building automation can benefit your company.
Consider Unimac for your next power brush
machine, handle manufacturing machine or
custom automation project.

Quality metal handles are packaged in bags and
exit the UNIMAC Metal Handle Production Line,
ready to be palletized.

The UNIMAC Metal Han dle
Production Line pro duces
finished, packed, pl a stic-
coated metal hand les that are
ready for sh ipment. Raw
materials go through 20 to 30
meters of distance and are
converted into the finished
product in less than 1 minute.

MINI-SECTOR
MACHINE (left) &
Brushes (right): 
A fully automatic 
ma ch  ine develo p ed 
by Uni mac is the 
“Mini-Sec tor.” It’s

design ed for the fully
auto mat ed prod uc  tion

of small po w  er
brushes.
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Contact details for Unimac:
Unimac s.r.l.

Via Cristoforo Colombo, 22
Loc. Cavazzona

41013 Castelfranco Emilia, MO, Italy
Phone: +39 (059) 932664
Fax: +39 (059) 932633

E-mail: unimac@unimac.it.
Website: www.unimac.it.

Contact:  
Mr. Vanes Villani – President

For Machinery Sales 
for the USA & Canada, contact:

Bodam International Ltd.
903 Cirelli Court

Aberdeen, MD 21001 USA
Phone: +1-410-272-9797
Fax: +1-410-272-0799

E-mail: bodam@bodam.com.
Website: www.bodam.com.





With a long history of producing mop yarns made with
recycled post-industrial and post-consumer fiber for the floor
cleaning industry, Jones Family of Companies, of

Humboldt, TN, prides itself on being a forward-thinking and innovative
manufacturer. In this vein, the company has recently undergone a
“rebranding” to better serve customers in the ever-changing marketplace,
including changing the name from Jones Companies, Ltd., to Jones
Family of Companies.
The company has two distinct divisions: Jones Yarn and Jones

Nonwovens, formerly known as Jones Fiber Products.
  The companies supply products for

different industries, including a
number of products for the floor care
industry and nonwovens products for
the bedding, furniture, packaging and
insulation markets. Jones Yarn
manufactures proprietary blend yarns
to meet a customer’s application
needs, from wet mops to high twist
dust mops consisting of antimicrobial,
rayon blend, cotton blend and
cellulose/synthetic blend yarns.
In 2014, Jones Yarn launched an

initiative to realign job tasks and
responsibilities to improve plant
management and to streamline sales and customer service.
“We are streamlining production capabilities so that we are more

efficient and able to respond to customers in a timelier manner,” said
Jones Yarn Vice President Jeremy Raines. “One of the factors we
compete with on the global market is pricing, and one way we can do
that is with our level of service.”
Raines explained the ability to offer much quicker turnarounds to

customers than they experience with imports gives Jones Yarn an
advantage.

“In today’s global marketplace, we have to take advantage of
everything we can,” Raines said.
This year, the company’s 80th year in business, the SLT (Senior

Leadership Team) decided it was time for a change and announced the
rebranding of the company and its website, www.jonesfamilyco.com.
“Jones Yarn works side-by-side under a management team with its

sister company, Jones Nonwovens,” Raines said. “We have updated our
website and we are trying to do new and innovative things. We have
brought on a person to work in research and development. We continue
to look for different opportunities that might be out there in the
marketplace that we have not yet uncovered.
“We are trying to do things differently. We established a social media

presence on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn, not only to connect with
our customers or potential customers, but also our workforce. This is the
way the younger generation moving into today’s workforce likes to
interact. It is an exciting time.”
Part of Jones Yarn’s motivation to more efficiently meet customers’

needs is the company’s ongoing commitment to helping to keep mop
manufacturing in the United States, as well as offering incentives for
manufacturers to “reshore” their operations.
“We have seen customers actually bring some business back that

was offshore,” Raines said. “There is probably a six- to eight-week
lead time to bring something in from overseas. If we can be
competitive on pricing, we can definitely reduce lead times and help
customers control inventory, which reduces the dollars they have tied
up in inventory.
“We are looking forward to the future, partnering with our

customers and keeping mop manufacturing in the United States for as
long as we can.”
Raines reported business at Jones Yarn “has kind of been ‘hit and

miss.’”
He added: “Earlier this year, we would have a good week, and then

the next week it would kind of fall off. Overall, our business is down
slightly compared to 2015, but it has been steady. We have been working
some overtime in the past six or seven weeks.”
In its manufacturing processes, Jones Yarn uses such raw materials as

cotton, polyester and rayon. Raines said cotton prices have remained
relatively stable, beginning last year and continuing into 2016.
“Currently, the market is kind of looking for direction,” he said. “We

are coming upon the phasing out of last year’s crop, and we are looking
forward to this year’s crop. So far, it doesn’t seem like there is
going to be a large abundance of cotton. If there is any kind of
scare in the United States or globally, such as an unexpected weather
event, for example, that might change the production of this year’s crop. 
“There is a lot of speculation going on at this time. Until this year’s

crop is harvested and is put into warehouses, I think it is going to

Executives Discuss 

With BBM

MOP YARNMOP YARN,,
mesh businessmesh business
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Jeremy Raines

Executives from two companies that supply yarn and knit
mesh to the mop industry recently shared with Broom,
Brush & Mop Magazine how their respective businesses
are emphasizing innovation and forward-thinking, to
remain leaders in today’s marketplace.
The executives also discussed innovative products their

respective companies offer, as well as an update on raw
material prices and availability.

By Rick Mullen | Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor



  

 

 
 



continue to be this way. We have seen some slight upticks in
prices, but, for the most part, they come right back down in
a week or two. This has only taken place the past few weeks.
For the most part, prices have been stable throughout 2016. 
“China plays such a big role in determining cotton prices, because, for the

past few years, it has had an abundance of cotton released to the marketplace.
It seems China still has an abundance of cotton, but the Chinese have been
using a lot of it themselves this year. What is China going to do? What is this
year’s harvest going to produce? What is all of this going to do to the price
of cotton? These are unknowns that have speculators up in arms. These
factors could very well drive prices up, but, at the same time, if there is a good
crop, prices could very well remain stable.”
If cotton prices follow the recent trend and remain stable, the biggest

raw material cost change for Jones Yarn may be for rayon.
“With rayon, cotton and polyester, rayon seems to be the one that

might be in a position to go up somewhat,” Raines said. “The
producers of rayon have done a real good job in keeping up with
supply and demand. There is not an abundance of rayon in the
marketplace, but there is enough to satisfy current
demands. Nonetheless, any kind of pressure put on that
product could probably drive the price up. We do, however,
look for prices of cotton and polyester to remain stable.”
The Jones Yarn division product lineup includes the following

categories: antimicrobial yarn, cotton yarn, cotton blend yarn, rayon
blend yarn, nWET fabric, tape, mesh, thread and Next Generation
products.
The nWET (nonwoven edge trim) line is a recent innovation. The

product is an alternative material that meets or exceeds the performance
requirements of conventional economy spun yarns. The material is a
blend of rayon and polyester, with a soft texture similar to the nonwoven
fabric found in baby wipes, according to Jones Yarn.
As an alternative to cotton mops, nWET fabric yarn was designed for

limited-use applications in the marketplace, where the mop is used and
then discarded. Because its absorption levels are much higher than a
standard cotton product, nWET works well when used to clean up such
big messes as one might see in a ball park after a game.
“Sales of the nWET line are going well,” Raines said. “We have

actually developed what we call nWET II, which is the next generation
of this product, featuring even more absorption capabilities. We are
seeing quite a bit of success with it in the marketplace. Again, it is sold
as more or less a disposable product, and it is great to use in sports
arenas and similar venues.”
Another innovative Jones Yarn product offering is the NEXT

GENERATION line of carpet bonnets, microfiber cloths, tube wet mops
and mitts. This group of items was originally launched as part of the
company’s strategy to include a multi-faceted approach, targeting
innovative, value-added and performance tested products.
“The NEXT GENERATION line is also doing well,” Raines said. “Not

only do we manufacture mop yarn, but we also try to be a provider to
our customers with products we can source for them for floor cleaning
applications. We have seen success in marketing and selling NEXT
GENERATION items.”
One of the company’s challenges is finding quality employees, a

problem that is not unique to Jones Yarn, Raines said.
“We have a very hard time replacing workers when they retire or if

they move on to a different job,” Raines said. “Everybody I talk to, and
it is all over the country, is dealing with the same issue — finding people
who want to show up everyday to do an honest day’s work.”
While much has been said and written concerning the advancements

in automation and robotics technologies replacing workers, Raines
suspects the difficulties in finding people to work in manufacturing are
helping to drive this trend.

When asked how he sees business playing out in the near future, Raines
said, “I’ve been asking customers the same question. With the election
coming up, everyone is kind of holding his or her breath to see what is going
to happen. As the election is near, people are holding onto their money a little
tighter and watching inventory a little closer. They are making sure they have
an order in hand before they purchase the raw materials.
“Hopefully, after the election, the economy will continue to stay

strong and even start to grow. It seems to me it has been down some this
year, at least for us in the mop industry. Hopefully, when the election is
over, things will settle down and we can get back on track.”

Contact: Jones Family of Companies, 
312 South 14th Ave., P.O. Box 367, Humboldt, TN 38343.

Phone: 800-238-8334.
Email: solutions@jonesfiber.com.
Website: www.jonesfamilyco.com.

Michael Lavroff, president and owner of Jason Mills, LLC, of
Milltown, NJ, is on a mission to motivate companies in the
mop, broom and mop segment to consider products that go

beyond the usual commodity type
items.
Serving manufacturers in the United

States, Canada and Europe, Jason Mills
produces knit mesh for the mop industry.
The company also manufactures and
distributes various fabrics and textiles for
other market segments, including the
military, healthcare, personal safety
apparel, industry, automotive, outdoor
sports and more.
“We continue to push into an area of

advanced and technical materials.
Motivating the janitorial supply folks
to consider products that go beyond commodity type items is always a
challenge,” Lavroff said.
Examples of the advanced, technical materials Jason Mills offers

include microbial yarn for health care applications and fire resistant
finishes for the aeronautical safety and automotive markets, Lavroff said.
While the mop, broom and brush segment is a niche market for the
company, sales of materials used in the production of squeegees have
been a growing portion of Jason Mill’s business.
“The mop area continues to remain a bit of a challenge,” Lavroff said.

“We are going to (ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America 2016) and walk
that show. We will not be exhibiting, but we will be looking for forward-
thinking companies to partner with Jason Mills as their supplier, to help them
get to the next level of advanced, technical materials.
“We want to find out what people are looking for in the areas of

advanced antimicrobial products, for example. We are seeking customers
who are willing to use their imaginations to think beyond just a mop
saddle or a mesh fabric. This is why we go to trade shows. We seek
opportunities and potential customers who think outside the box, and are
not looking strictly to just save a nickel or a dime. Saving a nickel or a
dime is great, but building value for the customer is what we are all about.
It is not just a matter of shaving costs here and there.”
While Jason Mills will not have a booth at ISSA/INTERCLEAN,

which runs from October 25-28 at McCormick Place South Hall in
Chicago, IL, the company will have a booth at the IFAI (Industrial Fabrics
Association International) trade show, which is scheduled for the week
prior to ISSA/INTERCLEAN in Charlotte, NC.
Meanwhile, Lavroff said business has been good.
“Business is up 15 to 20 percent in revenue, Also, margins have held

strong and it is looking like a good year,” Lavroff said. “We have a quarter
to go, but overall things continue to push in a good direction.”
For the mop segment, Jason Mills offers the 5-inch harness or saddle that
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goes on the base of a mop. The company sells 60-inch, 50-inch, 5-inch, 1
1/4-inch and 1 3/4-inch mesh fabric for the mop and squeegee industry. The
mesh is the abrasive part of the mop. It is run to a crisp finish, and it serves
to encircle the sponge and create an abrasive fabric. The company primarily
services the OEM, business to business the manufacturing market.
The company’s mesh fabrics for the broom and brush industry include

styles 250, a 250 denier, high tenacity polyester yarn product; style 7400,
a baseball cap type mesh with high tenacity; 350, a 200-denier nylon with
high tenacity and style 4320, a super abrasive 200-denier nylon.
“We have been selling thousands of yards of 350 this year, and we are

optimistic that 2017 sales will be even better with this product,” Lavroff said.
“These items make up the baseline of our broom, mop and brush line. We are
always looking outside the box for different applications. When we go to the
ISSA show, we will see what is being used out there in terms of material.”
While not directly related to brooms, mops and brushes, Jason Mills

has developed a one-of-a-kind mosquito net that relates to health and
safety, which is what the cleaning industry emphasizes. The product’s
development is especially timely given the Zika virus crisis.
“There is nothing like it on the market right now,” Lavroff said. “The

knitting structure of the netting is so small it prevents insects as small as
tick nymphs from penetrating the opening.
“Furthermore, this netting is snag resistant, UV resistant so it won’t

fade in the sunlight, water repellent, (water will bead up and roll right
off), breathable and fire resistant. 
“We are very excited about this product. It has been two-plus years in

the making and we are just getting it off the production line. We have an
initial order for 5,000 yards and another 10,000 or so yards of raw
material knit and ready to be dyed.
    On the raw material front, Lavroff said pricing and availability
of yarn remains stable.

“Overall, things are very stable. We have not seen any
impact related to the Hanjin bankruptcy, as of yet,” he said.
“We are very well stocked with inventory and, ho     pefully, the
Hanjin situation will be cleaned up over the next few
months. I don’t see us bringing in more yarn between now
and the end of the last quarter.”
Like many companies, Jason Mills is keeping an eye on the proposed

Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) trade agreement.
“We will see what happens with the TPP,” Lavroff said. “I’m a free trader, but

I don’t want it to hurt my business. We will just have to see how it shakes out.”
All of the labor is done in the United States — the knitting, the dying,

the finishing — all done domestically on the East Coast.
“All the manufacturing we contract is done through a strict quality

standards program, similar to standards for ISO certification, to certify
the quality of various suppliers we work with.”
Lavroff is optimistic about the future of Jason Mills as the company has

managed to grow over the past five years in a sluggish economy.
“The fact that Jason Mills has been able to grow in an economy that is

averaging less than 2 percent GDP (gross domestic product) growth, really
makes me optimistic,” Lavroff said. “I can’t help but think the economy will
shake off what they call ‘the new normal.’ At some point, we will see what
has historically been 3.5 to 5.5 percent GDP growth come back around. I’m
optimistic for the future, based upon the cycle of things. Once we get
through this election year, we should see things starting to move again. As
far as Jason Mills is concerned, I couldn’t be happier.”

Contact: Jason Mills, LLC, 440 S. Main St., Milltown, NJ 08850. 
Phone: 732-651-7200.

E-mail: mike@jasonmills .com. 
Website: www.jasonmills.com.
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Despite a slow patch earlier in the spring, business at American
Select Tubing, of Mattoon, IL, is moving right along, said
General Manager Mark Maninfior. Indeed, since the young
company opened its doors in May 2013, it has enjoyed

continual growth.
    American Select Tubing specializes in the manufacture and sale of
metal handles to the mop, broom and brush industry. The company also
sells to the lawn and garden segment.
“We had kind of a slow period earlier this

spring, but now we are extremely busy,”
Maninfior said. “I can’t complain. We have
several projects in the works, and some of
those are beginning to bear fruit.”
As the projects are customer specific,

Maninfior restrained from discussing details
of the projects. 
“Some of it is new business and some of it

is adding to existing customers,” he said. “We
are coming out with new products for a
different market, and that is keeping us busy, as well.
“We have added to and are looking to increase our workforce by 10 to

15 percent. We are adding eight or nine people. It has been a challenge to
find employees, but that is not unique to American Select Tubing. Other
people I talk to are having similar problems.”
In February of this year, the company announced the acquisition of

Carolina Filaments, LLC. Now operating as AST Filaments, the company
markets, stocks and distributes filaments for Filkemp (Portugal),
Plasticfibre (Italy) and other potential partners to customers in North
America and Mexico.

“The mission at AST Filaments will be to continue to offer filament
and brush making solutions through the same levels of service, product
quality and competitiveness that customers have come to expect from
Carolina Filaments,” the company said at the time of the announcement
of the acquisition.
Plans are to distribute filament products from American Select

Tubing’s 186,000-square-foot facility in Mattoon.
“The Carolina Filament operation is going well,” Maninfior said.
Typically, retailers and distributors start planning to replenish their

stocks for wintertime products, such as snow shovels and ice melt, in the
late summer. American Selects Tubing’s handles for snow shovels were in
constant demand the past two winters.
“This year, snow shovel handle sales started a little slow, but they have

picked up rapidly. We have been producing a lot of snow shovel handles,”
Maninfior said. “I don’t know if it is because the “Farmer’s Almanac”
predicts a cold, snowy winter for the east and Midwest, or what.  
“In the past two weeks, we’ve shipped several truckloads of snow

shovel handles, and we have had a lot of orders moved up. It seems
everyone is anticipating a snowy and cold winter. We’ll see. It may all
fizzle out — who knows?”
In addition to snow shovels, American Select Tubing’s handles are used

for such products as push brooms, household brooms (lightweight and
heavyweight) and rakes. A variety of end-fitments and metal threads are
also offered.
One of the foundational principles the company is based upon is

flexibility, which involves offering short lead times and small minimum
order quantities. A key element of American Select Tubing’s ability to
offer quick turnarounds is its handle-stocking program.
The program allows the company to manage inventory and get

efficiencies on production volumes. Also, customers can rely on handles
being available to them immediately, Maninfior said.
“We have had several customers take advantage of the stock-handling

program,” Maninfior said. “We also keep a number of commonly-used
handles in stock, which allows customers to order small quantities. We
are also now stocking extension handles. If a customer is looking for a
small number of extension handles to meet a need, then there is a pretty
good chance we can help.”
American Select Tubing manufactures full-hard steel tubing in

diameters of 21 millimeters, 22 mm, 23.5 mm (15/16 inch), 25 mm (1
inch) and 1 1/8 inches. The 1 1/8-inch diameter tubes are used for snow
shovels. The company’s handle offerings are about 75 percent powder
coated and 25 percent plastic coated. The company also offers wood grain
plastic coating.
“We haven’t added any new diameters this year,” Maninfior said.

Mark Maninfior

Executives from five companies that supply
blocks and handles to the brush, mop and broom
industry recently shared with Broom, Brush & Mop
Magazine that sales are generally up in their
respective businesses.

They also discussed issues germain to doing
business in the block and handle marketplace,
including the availability and pricing of raw
materials, and their search to hire good, quality
employees.

By Rick Mullen | Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor



   
   



“With all the different diameters, we offer several steel thicknesses,
depending on what the customer wants.”
Recently, American Select Tubing developed a line of two-color

handles to make the product a more interesting and “eye-catching” on
store shelves.
“We are still trying to push the two-colored hands, but they haven’t

taken off like I thought they would,” Maninfior said. “Everybody thinks
it is an attractive handle and grabs attention, but it does cost more. We
have had a lot of interest in it, but nobody has taken that first step and
taken it into the marketplace.
“We also recently added aluminum handles to our product mix.  We

are now offering aluminum handles in 7/8-inch, 15/16-inch and 1-inch
diameters. American Select Tubing can offer aluminum handles with
nearly the same mix of end fitments that we offer on metal handles.
Even though this is a very new venture for us, we have taken orders
for aluminum handles, and are looking forward to see how this
develops.”
American Select Tubing has been growing its in-house injection

molding operation the past couple of years to offer customers more
variety. One of the goals has been to get to the point where the
company molds all of its plastic parts in-house. That goal was reached
early this year.
“We added another machine earlier this year to increase our injection

molding capacity,” Maninfior said. “We may be looking at adding more
capacity this winter as things continue to grow. That is one area where it
is easy to add capacity fairly quickly. Everything is now in-house. We did
build a mold for the one item that was still being purchased from an
outside molder, and we are now running it in-house. It helps when you
have control over everything.”
In its manufacturing operation, American Select Tubing uses such raw

materials as steel, plastic resins and powder paints. Steel prices had been

depressed because of an influx of imports from China, South Korea,
India, Italy and Taiwan. However, that changed earlier this year when the
U.S. Trade Commission imposed some fairly hefty tariffs on imports from
those countries, Maninfior said.

“The tariffs have driven steel prices up,” he said.
“Beginning in March, we saw a steady flow of price
increases announced by the mills. For a while there,
it was a daily event. Cold rolled steel prices are up
around 40 percent. 
“There were a number of price increases from mid-March to the end

of June. It has tapered off now and the market is starting to soften a
little. It is hard to predict where steel is going to go. My feeling is that
there will be a little more softening of the steel market, but I don’t
think it is going to drop down to the point where it was last fall and
early winter. 
“Resin pricing has been more stable than steel. It has gone up a little,

but not nearly as much. Of course, with steel being the major cost of a
metal handle, somewhere along the line higher steel prices will translate
to higher prices for handles.”
Dealing with some higher prices notwithstanding, Maninfior sees a

bright future for next year and beyond.
“Next year looks like it is going to be a big growth year for us,” he said.

“We still have a lot of capacity left in our tube manufacturing operation.
We are planning to add to our injection molding and doing some things
differently there to help with the capacity.”

Contact: American Select Tubing, 
4005 Dewitt Ave., Mattoon, IL 61938. 

Phone: 217-234-7300.
Email: sales@astubing.com.
Website: www.astubing.com.
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Business at PelRay International of San Antonio, TX, continues
to grow from last year, reported President Bart Pelton. PelRay
serves manufacturers of brooms, brushes and mops worldwide,
providing supplies from more than 20 countries.

“Some people are saying they are busy, and some are saying they are a
little slow or up and down,” Pelton said. “Overall, business is running a
little stronger than it was last year.”
The company offers wood handles, of various species, and metal

handles that are powder painted and plastic coated. PelRay also offers
mop and brush hardware and mop yarns. 
Grown in the United States, poplar has

traditionally been the primary hardwood
PelRay supplies for handles. However, the
higher price of domestic poplar compared to
tauari, a hardwood sourced out of Brazil, has
resulted in some changes in demand. As a
result, Tauari is now the main hardwood the
company is selling.
“We are not selling as much poplar, but the

good news is the lead times are way down and
we are filling orders on a timelier basis,” Pelton said. “The price
spread between poplar and imported hardwoods
has increased. As a result, a lot of business has
shifted to imported tauari over poplar because of
the price difference. However, we still have customers who are
buying poplar because they like how it looks. It is a smooth, straight
wood. In addition, some customers want something that is American
made and American grown. 

PelRay also offers handles made with domestic southern yellow pine,
as well as imported pine from Honduras. 
“The pine market has been fairly stable,” Pelton said. “There is plenty

of imported pine available. The supply of southern yellow pine has been
a little tight, particularly on getting lumber to make the 1 1/8-inch
diameters. It has been a lot better for the 15/16- and 7/8-inch diameters.
We have been trying to find more sources and we have had some success,
but we are not ready to say there is plenty of domestic southern yellow
pine available.
“In addition, we are also pleased to report that we can now supply SFI

(Sustainable Forestry Initiative)-certified handles.”
One of the issues Pelton is keeping a close eye on is freight costs. The

recent bankruptcy filing by South Korea’s Hanjin Shipping Co., one of
the world’s largest container shipping companies, has caused some chaos
in the shipping industry, as creditors have seized ships and terminal
operators have refused to handle cargo, stranding Hanjin’s container ships
loaded with appliances, electronics and other consumer goods, according
to reports in the Wall Street Journal. 
According to the Journal, “Hanjin is currently the largest shipping

company in (South) Korea, operating approximately 60 regular lines
worldwide, with 140 container or bulk vessels, court papers said. It is
ranked as the world’s ninth largest container shipping company,
transporting over 100 million tons of cargo a year.”

“Freight rates have been very reasonable for the
past year or so, but we are seeing some pickup in
freight costs,” Pelton said. “I read that Hanjin handles about 3
percent of the world shipping market. Even before the bankruptcy, we
saw some small increases on freight costs out of Brazil. Also, the
Brazilian real has been unusually strong against the

Bart Pelton
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dollar this year, about 15 percent stronger than it
was last year. 
“The result of the stronger real means there are no bargains in tauari

right now. However, we are pleased that we haven’t seen any price
increases other than for freight.”
PelRay also deals in imports from Europe, where the exchange rate

between the U.S. dollar and the euro has remained fairly stable the past
few months, Pelton said.
He added, “It takes $1.13 to buy 1 euro. It has been in the range of

$1.10 and $1.15 on the high side.”
Another product PelRay imports is broom corn, which is grown and

harvested in several regions in Mexico. Much of the 2015 crop in Mexico
was devastated by aphids, which caused a hike in prices. The situation is
looking up somewhat this year, Pelton said.
“Fortunately, we got a fair amount of broom corn from southern

Mexico in the Apatzingan district, which lasted just long enough to get
into this year’s first Torreon crop,” Pelton said. “The Torreon crop yielded
about 300 raw tons. Most of it was bought by Mexican broom factories
and was not available for U.S. export. Therefore, we received very little
of the Torreon broom corn. There was also a fair amount of broom corn
grown in the western Mexican states of Sonora, Sinaloa and Nayarit, and
we did get some broom corn from there, which helped. 
“However, there was not enough to bring prices down. Broom

corn prices are still high. What happens next is
going to depend upon the second Torreon crop,
which will be harvested in October.  
“We are hearing from various growers who are predicting everything

from a small to big crop, so we are not really sure what to expect.”
As broom corn prices are high and prices for other crops, such as corn

and cotton are down, PelRay is expecting at least a modestly good crop.
Farmers in the region are more likely to grow broom corn rather than
other crops whose prices are down at this time.

“Cotton isn’t selling for anything near what it used to and corn prices
are down,” PelRay said. “I’m expecting to see enough broom corn grown
to get us by until next winter’s crop. Hopefully, it will be enough that we
will tend to see a little softening of the price, but at least enough so that
it will continue to be available at the current price. We will know more at
the end of October when we actually get to see how much broom corn
shows up in Cadereyta.”
For the past several years or so, there has been a shortage of tampico,

which resulted in lengthy lead times — that has all changed.
“The tampico issue has totally turned around,” Pelton said. “Of course,

so often what you see with commodities is a short supply one year and a
glut the next year. Following several years of really long
lead times and shortages, the supply of tampico
has caught up with demand. Orders are getting
filled much faster, and buyers have gone from
running out to having too much inventory. 
“Also, we have seen a slowdown in purchases of tampico from China. As

a result, lead times are fairly short right now and there is plenty of price
competition for large orders. It has gone from being a seller’s market to a
buyer’s market — opposite of the situation where it was a year ago. What I
think will happen with lower prices is there is going to be an inventory
correction. Buyers ordered so much in advance that now they are working
off excess inventory. I think, in a few months, they will have worked off that
extra inventory and we will get to a more normal market.”
Looking ahead, Pelton thinks the economy will continue its slow

growth curve, as it has for the past several years.
“If the economy is growing slow, it is also getting overheated,” Pelton

said. “There might be some places where real estate or the stock market
became overvalued, but commodities certainly aren’t overvalued.
“I don’t think the economy will overheat to the extent that we would

have any sort of severe recession in the near future. At the moment, I
don’t see that there is going to be any change in the pattern of the slow

growth that we are experiencing. However, with a new
president to be elected in November, there are no
guarantees.”

Contact: PelRay International, LLC, 
4511 Macro Drive, San Antonio, TX 78218. 

Phone: 210-757-4640. 
Email: info@pelray.com.
Website: www.pelray.com.

Despite some volatile political and economic issues
in Brazil, Whitley Monahan Handle Co., of
Midland, NC, which is a partnership between
The Whitley Handle Company and The

Thomas Monahan Company, of Arcola, IL, has had no
major issues in sourcing wood from the South American
country. Brazil is the leading
source of tauari hardwood to U.S.
handle makers.
Whitley Monahan Handle Co.

Sales Manager Jim Monahan
explained that Brazil’s logging
operations often tend to not be
greatly influenced very much by
political issues. 
“The wood is harvested in

forests in northern Brazil,
processed in central Brazil and then shipped to the
ports,” Monahan said. “The logging industry tends to
stay out of the major cities and is not being influenced
much by all the political turmoil. Availability of tauari
and hardwood out of Brazil has been good.”
Inflation in Brazil is also a problem. While the Brazilian
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kevin@monahanpartnerskevin@monahanpartners
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real has strengthened somewhat, the U.S. dollar remains strong against the
real. At this point, the strong U.S. dollar seems to be mitigating the effect
of high inflation on importers, such as the Whitley Monahan Handle Co.
“From what we are hearing, inflation there is substantial,” Monahan

said. “The strong dollar certainly is helping to hold prices at their
current level.

“Business has been good, and we look for pricing
to remain stable through the end of the year. The
wood handle industry is a very mature, stable
industry. It is very well established.”
In addition to sourcing tauari hardwood out of the Brazilian rain forests,

Whitley Monahan imports pine, a softwood, from Honduras, where the
wood market has remained stable for many years, Monahan said.
“Raw material is readily available with both the tauari from Brazil and

Honduran pine,” Monahan said. “The rainy season starts in October, and it
rains until December/January. During the rainy season, the mills put logs
under roof so they can continue to process. Also, historically the mop and
broom industry in the United States slows down in November and
December.
“When it rains everyday, roads become impassable and trucks can’t get

wood out of the forest. They just have to wait until it dries out. Mills
usually stock up enough logs to keep their plants running during the rainy
season when the flow of logs is disrupted.
“We still see imports of wood handles from Indonesia and some from

China, but they are not a major factor. Imported wood has been very
consistent over the past few years out of Malaysia. It is a small portion
of the market, but it has been stable and consistent. The West Coast
looks to Indonesia for some sourcing because of its closeness.

“I don’t see any problems with the availability of
raw material, and  2017 looks like it will be another
good year with material available. Demand here in
the states has been consistent.”
Whitley Monahan also sources wood domestically, the availability of

which has improved the past year. However, the demand for lumber for
housing starts is up, which has sent lumber costs up, as well. 
“It is more difficult to find raw material in our price range that will

yield the types of sizes and the quality that we need,” Monahan said. “We
depend on fall-off and scrap recovery, so it can be a little bit ‘hit and
miss,’ depending upon the housing starts. With the low interest rates, the
demand for housing is up, and there are more people remodeling old
houses, which also uses a lot of lumber. 
“It is a matter of can we buy wood at pricing that will be attractive to

the U.S. buyer, and not price him or her out of the market? If we pay too
much for it and process it, we end up with a handle that is too expensive
for the U.S. market.”
Monahan is also concerned about ocean freight costs and the

availability of shipping.
“It seems like many of the steamship lines are cutting back on

services, which also often means slower service. Furthermore,
sometimes there are fewer vessels for containers in the pipeline, which
results in containers sitting in a foreign port a week or so before they
catch the next ship,” Monahan said. “Ocean companies seem to be
consolidating ships and reducing service a little, so you have to allow
more time for containers to arrive in the United States. Also, there
are always threats of ocean freight price increases.
We have seen small increases on surcharges for
bunker, fuel, handling, port, etc.”
While there can be as much as 14- to 16-week turnaround times for

products imported from overseas, Whitley Monahan’s domestic Midland
plant can process raw material in a much more timely manner for its
customers.
With its domestic plant, Whitley Monahan has traditionally stressed
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“Made in the USA” as a marketing point, a strategy that seems to come
and go with retailers.
“We have seen interest in ‘Made in USA’ at times,” Monahan said.

“It seems to ebb and flow. Some of the major retailers stress ‘Made in
the USA’ for a time, and then it seems to fade away, only to come
back six or eight months later. It is kind of a ‘flavor of the week’ thing
with big box stores.”

Contact: The Thomas Monahan Company, 
202 N. Oak, P.O. Box 250, Arcola, IL 61910. 

Phone: 217-268-4955; Toll Free: 800-637-7739. 
Website: www.thomasmonahan.com.

Located in Antigo, WI, Zelazoski Wood Products (ZWP) has
been in business since 1924, supplying blocks to the brush and
broom industry since 1928. The company also offers various
other wood items including cutlery

racks, furniture parts, special wooden parts,
baseball bats, game calls, fishing lure bodies
and the occasional farm related item.
Also, in recent years, ZWP has branched out

to machining plastics; imprinting, such as hot
stamping and branding; laser engraving; and
offering finishes, such as tinted lacquer and
stains.
ZWP Secretary Ben Zelazoski reported

that overall, “Business is doing very well.”
However, while the brush block portion of the business has been on
the slow side, it has been picking up as of late, Zelazoski said.
ZWP uses primarily beech wood, sourced domestically, to make its

brush blocks. The company also uses other woods, such as oak and
maple, to manufacture some of its other offerings.
Sourcing beech hasn’t always been easy. Because it is a popular

wood in other industries, such as cabinet making and furniture, there
have been times in the recent past that demand outweighed supply.

Beech, because it is a lower priced wood, is also used for railroad ties,
crane matting, mine timbers, etc., Zelazoski explained. However,
currently beech is more readily available than it was
last year.
“We are not having a problem getting beech,” Zelazoski said. “The

other species that we use on a smaller scale are also doing fine.
Exports to China are down, so the mills here have
much more that they can sell domestically, and that
helps. Oak and maple prices are also pretty stable.”
Some of ZWP’s newer specialty items include tools for animal

grooming and a wooden scraper designed for cleaning grills, a
product that is “doing well,” Zelazoski said.
While not directly related to the brush market, except that there are

likely many baseball fans in the industry, ZWP offers professional
quality wooden bats. In the recent past, ZWP sold the RockBats brand
of wooden bats, which were used by a few players in the professional
ranks. 
The company is no longer associated with the RockBats brand,

however, recently ZWP partnered with a man in St. Louis, MO, to
design a professional grade wooden bat with a more ergonomic knob
at the base of the handle. The bat was used by at least one major
league baseball player, and, while Zelazoski is not sure how or why,
one of the bats found its way into the National Baseball Hall of Fame
and Museum in Cooperstown, NY. 
“Whether it is on display or in a basement some place, I don’t

know,” Zelazoski said. “It is one of those first type of things. It is
tough to get baseball players to accept any kind of change because
they are about the most superstitious people in any sport.”
Several years ago, ZWP and others involved in the wood industry in

central and northern Wisconsin launched the Wood Technology Center of
Excellence, located in Antigo.
The mission of the center is to train and acclimate people to wood

processing and to help provide skilled workers in related fields.

Ben Zelazoski
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The $3 million project, a joint effort with the wood industry, Langlade
County and Northcentral Technical College, of Wausau, WI, received a
$1.2 million grant from the Federal Economic Development
Administration. Ground was broken for the facility in the summer of
2010.
“The technical college is doing really well,” Zelazoski said. “We

had a chance to hire a couple of students part time during the summer,
and they are going to continue to work for us part time during the
school year.”
Speaking of hiring new employees, ZWP is experiencing the same issue

as many other companies across the board — difficulty in finding and
hiring quality employees willing to come to work everyday.
“We could use about three more employees, right now,” Zelazoski

said. “It is strange. There are all kinds of businesses in our area that
are looking for people while our unemployment rate is one of the
highest in the state. It just doesn’t make sense. I think the people who
want to work are working, and the rest, not so much.
“I just wish we could find more people to get the job done. A lot of

us baby boomers are leaving the workforce, and that is leaving a big
hole out there. It seems the younger generation does not want to work
in manufacturing. Trying to replace the people you have had for a
long, long time is going to be a challenge.”
When it comes to the millennials, Zelazoski is well aware that

generation has some different ways they like to do things when is comes to
the workplace. One such difference between millennials and baby boomers
is the younger generation’s skill and enthusiasm when it comes to
technologies, such as the Internet, smart phones, tablets, etc. They are also
more apt to communicate via social media than on the phone.
As a result, ZWP is bringing on board a person who is savvy in the

area of technology and social media to help keep the company up-to-
date in those areas. 

“We conduct quite a bit of business over the Internet now, as
opposed to over the phone or over the fax machine,” Zelazoski said.
“However, once in a while you just have to pick up the phone and chat
with a person to let him or her know that it is still you on the other
end of that screen doing the talking.”
As business has been good at ZWP the past few years, Zelazoski is

looking forward to that trend continuing.
“We increased sales last year and are going to increase sales again

this year. Furthermore, it also looks good for 2017,” Zelazoski said. 
Zelazoski contrasted business now with what it was like in the

Great Recession years.
“There were a lot of lean years in the 2000s. There were months

that if you broke even you thought you were doing good,” Zelazoski
said. “Now that things are doing better, it is more fun to come to
work.”
ZWP began as The Thomas Zelazoski Manufacturing Company in

1924 in Antigo. The company manufactured mostly farm related items,
and began making blocks for the broom and brush industry in 1928.
In 1940, the company moved to a larger facility. While broom and

brush blocks were the company’s main products by that time, it continued
to make farm related items, crutches, cutlery racks, furniture parts and
other special wooden products.
In 1958, the company became Zelazoski Wood Products, Inc., when it

was incorporated by Tom Zelazoski and his two sons, Clarence and
Bernard. A new facility was opened in 1997, which allowed production
to come together under one roof, as well as expanding warehouse space
and customer services. Today, the company is owned by Tom Zelazoski’s
five grandsons, who are all active in the business.

Contact: Zelazoski Wood Products, Inc., 
835 Ninth Ave., P.O. Box 506, Antigo, WI 54409. 

Phone: 800-240-0974. 
Email: ben@zwpi.com.
Website: www.zwpi.com.





Michael Grossmann, of Northeast-Brazil, LLC, based in
both Sao Paulo, Brazil, and the United States, reported the
exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and the Brazilian real
has caused some headaches as of late.

“The dollar has gotten a lot weaker, which is an
issue,” Grossmann said. “It has depreciated, when
compared against the Brazilian real, 25 to 30
percent. Since it is difficult to raise prices in this
market, the impact is not good
for us. Labor rates are raised
each year, based on inflation.
Inflation, wages and energy
continue to rise in Brazil. Costs
go up, but income doesn’t. One
may only hope for the best and wait for the
pendulum to swing back our way.”
Northeast-Brazil provides FSC (Forest

Stewardship Council) and non-FSC wooden handles, many of which are
imported into the United States and used in mop and broom production.
Despite the currency exchange rate, Grossmann said business at North-

East-Brazil has been “steady.”
Currently, the wood harvest in Brazil is underway, and will continue

into November. The harvest will pick up again next year around
May/June, Grossmann said. 

The Brazilian rainy season normally runs from about November
through May and into June, which can be problematic to loggers who
have to navigate muddy roads and wet conditions to get wood out of the
tropical rain forests.
To guard against delays in obtaining wood, that may be caused by the

wet, muddy conditions, Northeast-Brazil and Malinski, the factory in
Brazil that Grossmann represents, has invested heavily in inventory.
The political and economic volatility that has plagued Brazil recently

has not had an impact on Northeast-Brazil, Grossman said. He explained
there are no issues with availability of softwood handles made with pine,
as it is a reforested wood. Likewise, because Malinski has multi-year
logging contracts, the availability of tauari, a hardwood grown in
Northern Brazil, is fixed for years to come. The logging contracts
typically run for 20 to 30 years. Legal Tauari is logged through
government-sponsored management projects.
Looking ahead, Grossmann said, “We are very excited about

Malinski’s spanking new factory being built in Porto Velho, in Northern
Brazil. The excitement may be contagious, as on of our largest customers
will be visiting the construction site this fall.
“The facility will feature the latest logging and processing equipment

available in the world.”
Contact: Northeast-Brazil, LLC, 

144 W. 27th St., Suite 2F, New York, NY 10001.
Phone: 917-842-5062.

Email: michaelg@northeast-brazil.com.
Website: www.northeast-brazil.com.

Michael Grossmann

Monahan Partners Awards Winners
Of 2016 Craft Broom Competition

Monahan Partners, of Arcola, IL, has announced the winners of its fifth annual
National Craft Broom Competition, held annually during September’s 2016
Arcola, IL, Broom Corn Festival. The competition was sponsored by the company,
and entries came from craft broom makers across the United States. 
Brooms were judged on craftsmanship and aesthetics — for uses such as wall

hangings, fireplaces, etc. They had to be made from 100 percent broom corn, and
be functional. 
Two local artists and a broom maker made the winning selections. The choice

of handle was completely up to the craft broom maker. A total of $1,000 in prize
money was awarded to the top three finishers — $500 for first place, $300 for
second place and $200 for third.
This year’s winning broom came from Radharani Larson, of Mount View, AR.

The second place winner was Claudie G. Parson, of Crossville, IL; and the third
place winner was Chris C. Nibbe, of Rochester, MN. There were 22 entries in this
year’s contest. 

Shown are the three winning brooms in the 2016
National Craft Broom Competition. They are, from left
to right, first place — solid red broom with natural color
broom corn and lace braids, with red marble plaint on a
honeysuckle chocked sweet gum handle, by Radharani
Larson; second place — ergonomic sweeper, by Claudie

G. Parson; and, third place — CuSweep,  a 
well-grounded broom, by Chris C. Nibbe. 

Pictured to the left are the remaining entries in this year’s National Craft Broom Competition.
Left to right are: John Warren, Gilbertsville, PA - first three brooms; Terry A. Vanhaitsma,
Wayland, MI; Henry Tschetter, Rockford, MI - fifth and sixth brooms; John Warren;
Radharani Larson, Mount View, AR; Waren and Rachel Ainslie, Richfield Springs, NY; John
Warren, bottom broom; Henry Tschetter, top broom; Justin Dean Burton, Berea, KY; John
Warren; Broomcorn Johnny’s, Elizabeth, IN; Shawn Hoefer, Mount View, AR; John Warren,
bottom broom; Bev Larson, top broom, Lafayette, IN; Shawn Hoefer; and Dr. Sam Moyer, Ph.
D., Mount Laurel, NJ. 
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Get The Right Connection

MOP & BROOM TIPS, EXTENSIONS
AND ADAPTORS BY... DECO

Deco Standard Tips
Juno Tips

5399
(Patented)

Available With Your Company Logo

Customized

For: Wood, Fiberglass& Metal Handles
  We Offer:
• Die Casting
• Powder Coating
• Plating
• Engineering Services

Call Us Today:

1-800-327-9751
1-563-382-4264

Fax: 1-563-382-9845
Deco Products Company

506 Sanford Street
Decorah, Iowa 52101

Visit Our Web Site At: www.decoprod.com
email / jraptes@decoprod.com

Our Facility is
9001 : 2000

Registered Keeping
Deco A Leader In

The Field

WHEN YOUR 
BROOMS & MOPS 
NEED TO BE 
STREET TOUGH

As they say "The Market 
Is Tough" and so are 
Deco's Mop & Broom 
Tips, Extensions & 
Adaptors.

With Deco you have the 
right connection on the 
street with which to 
attach your handles.

Deco's quality tips, 
extensions and adaptors 
are die cast from certified 
zinc alloy, one of nature's 
most impact resistant 
metals. You can order 
standard ACME or your 
own custom threading in 
a wide range of tapers, 
shapes and styles.

So when you need a 
tough connection on the 
end of your handle get in 
the ring with Deco. 
Custom or standard tips 
for brooms and mops. 
Deco gives you clout.

With Modified
3/4 - 5 Standard
ACME Thread
OD .937 - ID .812
Length 2.562

80245252



Rep. Grace F. Napolitano (D-CA) and House Democratic Whip Steny
Hoyer (MD) recently visited Gordon Brush Mfg. Co., Inc., at the
company’s City of Industry, CA, facility to congratulate and thank
Gordon Brush for being an American manufacturer, while also discussing
the role small businesses play in the economy. 
“Despite foreign competition and companies replicating their products,

Gordon Brush continues to manufacture goods right here in the San Gabriel
Valley, employing local residents and stimulating our region’s economy,”
Rep. Napolitano said. “It’s the exceptional quality and durability of their
brushes that businesses and consumers look for when purchasing items for
industrial, commercial, and personal use; and we must do all we can to
ensure these American-made goods remain on the market.” 
Rep. Hoyer added that he was pleased to learn how Gordon Brush is

innovating and creating goods in the United States.
“In Congress, Rep. Napolitano and I will continue to pursue our jobs plan

to help ensure businesses like Gordon Brush and their workers can compete,
succeed and continue to make it in America,” Rep. Hoyer said. 
“Gordon Brush appreciates the opportunity for discussions with

Congresswoman Napolitano and House Democratic Whip Hoyer on the
importance and impact that American manufacturing has on our businesses
and the economy,” Gordon Brush President & CEO Ken Rakusin said. “We
welcome their continued support to pass legislation that incentivizes
companies to ‘Make It In America.’ They were receptive to our discussions
on financial incentives for manufacturers such as retaining the Section 179
deduction or creating an investment tax credit, as well as understanding the
impact higher taxes and increased health care costs have on businesses.”
Gordon Brush Mfg. Co., Inc., founded in 1951, is a manufacturer of

specialty, custom, and standard brushes for industrial, commercial and
consumer purposes. The company has approximately 125 full-time
workers; many have been with the company for more than 25 years. A
number of Gordon Brush employees are second generation. The company
sells to industries including: janitorial, medical, electronics,
manufacturing, military, aerospace, and pharmaceutical.

Visit www.gordonbrush.com for more information.
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Perlon® has recently acquired wrapping technology and equipment from
former partner SurTel Electronica sl. 
“This strategic machinery acquisition will enable Perlon® to exercise

full control over multifil production, quality, stock availability and lead
times for technical brush and roller applications,” said the company. 

“The machinery has now been transferred and installed in the Hahl
Filaments GmbH facility in Munderkingen, Germany, where all components
for this range will be manufactured under one roof. Capacity is also being
expanded. The company now has the ability to produce 24 hours a day.
“This transfer will improve lead times and stock availability, enable

more extensive development work, and give the company the ability to
produce the multifilament range on spools as well as in hanks.”
This product range is best suited for use in brushes and brush rolls for the

flat steel and primary metal industries. Other applications include glass
washing machines, printing machines, stone polishing and wood processing.
Multifil is an engineered bristle based on multiple extruded synthetic

filaments inside the same bristle, wrapped and coated, for stability and
bending stiffness properties.
“Multifil bristles deliver more working filaments to the surface to be

cleaned or processed, which in turn results in a higher grinding
efficiency, better cleaning capacity and a more homogenous surface
finish. Other advantages can include a reduction in filament breakage,
high cleaning performance in oily and greasy environments and the
addition of a capillary effect to the brush and longer lifetime. A hard-
wearing coating is another feature.”
Two experienced sales engineers, who can offer technical support and

advice regarding filament choice as well as brush design, have been
added to the Perlon® sales team. 

Visit www.perlon.de for more information. 

Gordon Brush President & CEO Ken Rakusin, left, conducts a tour 
of his company’s facility for U.S. Rep. Steny Hoyer (center) 

and U.S. Rep. Grace Napolitano. 

Tom Vichich has joined Monahan Filaments LLC., of
Arcola, IL, as the company’s sales and marketing manager.  
Prior to joining Monahan Filaments, Vichich worked at

the DuPont Company for the past 35 years in a variety of
engineering, manufacturing, sales and management
positions. For the past 12 years, he was the product and sales
manager for paintbrush and abrasive filaments in the DuPont
filaments business. He has extensive experience in the
filament and brush industries.

“We are excited to welcome Tom Vichich to our team at
Monahan Filaments,” said Jon Monahan, president of
Monahan Filaments. “Tom’s array of experience and
familiarity with our industry will be an asset in our efforts to
provide the best product, service and technical assistance
available in the market.  We look forward to this next chapter
in the growth of our organization and relationships with our
customers.”
Visit www.monahanfilaments.com for more information.

Perlon® Brings Multifil  Production In-House 

MultiBil® Multibrasif ® Multimix

U.S. Representatives Visit Gordon Brush 

Tom Vichich Joins Monahan Filaments As Sales & Marketing Manager

Tom Vichich 
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U.S. government trade figures for the first half of 2016 indicated raw
material imports were up in two categories outlined: brush backs and
metal handles, compared to the first half of 2015. For June 2016, all
four categories outlined reported decreases: hog bristle, broom and

mop handles, brush backs and metal handles, compared to June 2015.

Import totals for the first half of 2016 were up in four finished goods
categories outlined: toothbrushes, paint rollers, paintbrushes and

upright brooms, compared to the first half of 2015. In June 2016, seven
categories outlined recorded decreases: brooms and broom corn
valued at more than 96 cents, brooms and brushes of vegetable

material, toothbrushes, hairbrushes, paint rollers, paintbrushes and
upright brooms, compared to June 2015.

RAW MATERIAL IMPORTS
Broom And Mop Handles

The import total of broom and mop handles during June 2016 was 1.6
million, down 24 percent from 2.1 million for June 2015. During the first
half of 2016, 8.2 million broom and mop handles were imported, down
11 percent from 9.2 million for the first half of 2015.
During the first half of 2016, the United States received 4.3 million

broom and mop handles from Brazil, 2 million from Honduras and 1
million from China.
The average price per handle for June 2016 was 91 cents, down 5

percent from the average for June 2015 of 96 cents. The average price for
the first half of 2016 was 93 cents, down 3 percent from 96 cents for the
first half of 2015.

Brush Backs
June 2016 imports of brush backs totaled 467,128, down 43 percent

from 812,710 for June 2015. During the first half of 2016, 3.6 million
brush backs were imported, up 9 percent from 3.3 million for the first half
of 2015.
Canada and Sri Lanka both sent 1.7 million brush backs to the United

States during the first half of 2016.
The average price per brush back was 44 cents during June 2016, down

8 percent from 48 cents for June 2015. For the first half of 2016, the
average price per brush back was 45 cents, down 1 cent from the average
price for the first half of 2015.

Metal Handles
The import total of metal handles during June 2016 was 1.7 million,

down 29 percent from 2.4 million for June 2015. During the first half of
2016, 14 million metal handles were imported, up 4 percent from 13.5
million for the first half of 2015.
During the first half of 2016, China exported 6.2 million metal handles to

the United States, while Spain sent 5.4 million and Italy shipped 1.6 million.
The average price per handle for June 2016 was $1.02, down 2 percent

from $1.04 for June 2015. The average price for the first half of 2016 was
92 cents, down 5 percent from the average price for the first half of 2015
of 97 cents.

FINISHED GOODS IMPORTS
Brooms & Brushes Of Vegetable Material

The import total of brooms and brushes of vegetable material during
June 2016 was 308,648, down 72 percent from 1.1 million brooms and
brushes imported during June 2015. During the first half of 2016, 2.1
million brooms and brushes were imported, down 32 percent from 3.1
million for the first half of 2015.
Sri Lanka exported 985,910 brooms and brushes to the United States

during the first half of 2016, while Canada sent 642,643 and Vietnam
shipped 178,848. 
The average price per unit for June 2016 was $1.10, up 39 percent from the

average price for June 2015 of 79 cents. The average price for the first half of
2016 was $1.12, up 14 percent from 98 cents for the first half of 2015.

Toothbrushes
The United States imported 83.7 million toothbrushes in June 2016,

down 6 percent from 89.1 million imported in June 2015. During the first
half of 2016, 556.2 million toothbrushes were imported, up 10 percent
from 505 million imported during the first half of 2015.
China sent 414.6 million toothbrushes to the United States during the

first half of 2016. 
The average price per toothbrush for June 2016 was 23 cents, down 12

percent from 26 cents for June 2015. The average price for the first half
of 2016 was 21 cents, down 16 percent from the average price for the first
half of 2015 of 25 cents.

Hairbrushes
June 2016 imports of hairbrushes totaled 3.6 million, down 18 percent

from 4.4 million for June 2015. During the first half of 2016, 21.4 million
hairbrushes were imported, the same as the total for the first half of 2015.
China shipped 20.9 million hairbrushes to the United States during the

first half of 2016.
The average price per hairbrush was 24 cents during June 2016, up 1

cent from the average price for June 2015. For the first half of 2016, the
average price per hairbrush was 25 cents, down 1 cent from the average
price for the first half of 2015.

Paint Rollers
The import total of paint rollers during June 2016 was 6.5 million,

down 7 percent from 7 million for June 2015. During the first half of
2016, 38 million paint rollers were imported, up 9 percent from 34.9
million during the first half of 2015.
China sent 30 million paint rollers to the United States during the first

half of 2016, while Mexico exported 2.6 million and the Czech Republic
shipped 2.3 million.
The average price per paint roller for June 2016 was 53 cents, up 1 cent

from the average price for June 2015. The average price for the first half
of 2016 was 49 cents, up 1 cent from the average price for the first half
of 2015.

Paintbrushes
U.S. companies imported 24.4 million paintbrushes during June 2016,

down 8 percent from 26.6 million for June 2015. Paintbrush imports for
the first half of 2016 were 129.2 million, up 8 percent from 119.7 million
for the first half of 2015.
China shipped 122.2 million paintbrushes to the United States during

the first half of 2016.
The average price per paintbrush for June 2016 was 29 cents, down 6

percent from 31 cents for June 2015. The average price for the first half of
2016 was 30 cents, down 9 percent from 33 cents for the first half of 2015.

Imports/Exports
DOWN FOR JUNE 2016,
SIX-MONTH TOTALS MIXED

By Rick Mullen |  Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor
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Upright Brooms
The total import of upright brooms for June 2016 was 959,753, down

40 percent from 1.6 million for June 2015. During the first half of 2016,
8.6 million upright brooms were imported, up 13 percent from 7.6
million imported during the first half of 2015. 
China sent 7.7 million upright brooms to the United States during the

first half of 2016, while Sri Lanka shipped 478,654.
The average price per broom for June 2016 was $1.59, up 8 percent

from the average price for June 2015 of $1.47. The average price per
broom for the first half of 2016 was $1.35, down 6 percent from $1.43
for the first half of 2015.

EXPORTS
Export totals for the first half of 2016 were up in three categories

outlined: toothbrushes, shaving brushes and paintbrushes, compared to
the first half of 2015.
In June 2016, two categories outlined reported increases: shaving

brushes and paintbrushes, compared to June 2015. 

Brooms & Brushes Of Vegetable Materials
The United States exported 5,848 dozen brooms and brushes of

vegetable materials during June 2016, down 11 percent from the June
2015 total of 6,583 dozen. Exports of brooms and brushes of vegetable
materials during the first half of 2016 were 35,495 dozen, down 16
percent from 42,488 dozen for the first half of 2015.
The United States sent 14,908 dozen brooms and brushes to Canada

during the first half of 2016. 
The average price per dozen brooms and brushes was $43.47 in June 2016,

down 6 percent from $46.16 for June 2015. The average price per dozen
brooms and brushes for the first half of 2016 was $50.33, up 7 percent from
$47.03 for the average price per dozen for the first half of 2015.

Toothbrushes
During June 2016, the United States exported 13.6 million toothbrushes,

down 17 percent from the total recorded in June 2015 of 16.4 million. During
the first half of 2016, 101.6 million toothbrushes were exported, up 19
percent from 85.6 million exported during the first half of 2015.
The United States exported 45.7 million toothbrushes to Canada and

12 million to Mexico, during the first half of 2016.
The average price per toothbrush for June 2016 was 53 cents, up 29

percent from 41 cents for June 2015. The average price per toothbrush
for the first half of 2016 was 43 cents, down 10 percent from 48 cents
for the first half of 2015.

Shaving Brushes
The United States exported 2.4 million shaving brushes during June

2016, up 26 percent from 1.9 million for June 2015. During the first half
of 2016, 9.2 million shaving brushes were exported, up 26 percent from
7.3 million for the first half of 2015.
Brazil imported 3.9 million shaving brushes from the United States

during the first half of 2016, while Canada received 1.9 million.
The average price per shaving brush for June 2016 was 75 cents, down

20 percent from the average price for June 2015 of 94 cents. The average
price for the first half of 2016 was $1.16, down 3 percent from $1.19 for
the first half of 2015.

Paintbrushes
The export total of paintbrushes during June 2016 was 374,130, up 95

percent from 191,956 for June 2015. During the first half of 2016, 1.8
million paintbrushes were exported, up 95 percent from 922,824 for the
first half of 2015.
Canada imported 972,886 paintbrushes from the United States during

the first half of 2016, while the United Kingdom imported 318,820.
The average price per paintbrush for June 2016 was $5.02, down 57 percent

from $11.65 for June 2015. The average price for the first half of 2016 was also
$5.02, down 59 percent from $12.17 recorded for the first half of 2015.

Domestic Merchandise
1404902000 Broomcorn (Sorghum Vulgare Var. Technicum)
Used Primarily In Brooms Or In Brushes, Whether or Not

In Hanks or Bundles
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country           Net Q/Ton              Value           Net Q/Ton              Value
Mexico                                                                                 2               7,920
Germany                          1               3,128                           1               3,128
TOTAL                            1               3,128                           3             11,048

9603100000 Brooms & Brushes, Consisting of Twigs or Other
Vegetable Materials Bound Together, With or Without Handles

                                 June                              Year To Date                        
Country       Net Q/Dozen              Value       Net Q/Dozen              Value
Canada                     2,282             99,520                  14,908           664,246
Mexico                             3               5,458                    1,433             52,766
Guatmal                                                                             43               2,865
Hondura                                                                           171               5,606
C Rica                                                                              712             38,414
Panama                                                                           168             17,286
Bermuda                                                                          445               5,021
Bahamas                     922             35,504                    1,165             84,522
Cayman                                                                               2               3,120
Haiti                                                                                   96               7,207
Dom Rep                                                                         200               2,752
B Virgn                                                                                 8               2,737
St K N                                                                              183               8,275
Antigua                                                                            197               3,843
S Lucia                                                                            218               9,820
S Vn Gr                                                                            138               5,415
Trinid                            400             10,813                    1,970             54,727
Curaco                                                                               95               3,276
Colomb                                                                                2               4,953
Peru                             410             11,099                       918             25,211
Chile                                                                                652             29,527
Norway                          55               3,360                         55               3,360
Finland                                                                               90               2,970
U King                             9               5,934                    1,405             65,971
Ireland                         182               6,000                       286             21,001
Nethlds                                                                            169             13,471
Belgium                         89               2,932                         89               2,932
France                                                                             176             18,296
Germany                                                                          146             12,772
Poland                                                                             155               6,411
Russia                                                                              170             10,024
Israel                                9               3,400                           9               3,400
Jordan                           87               2,875                         87               2,875
Kuwait                                                                                33             13,196
S Arab                         680             32,805                    1,532             76,077
Qatar                             45               8,420                         45               8,420
Arab Em                                                                       1,168             38,480
India                                 6               2,794                           6               2,794
Malaysa                                                                             12               6,908
Singapr                                                                            309             44,350
Phil R                                                                               150               9,450
China                                                                               805             30,243
Kor Rep                                                                               9             16,732
Hg Kong                                                                          409             18,277
Japan                           619             20,400                    1,770             58,936
Austral                                                                          2,616           261,000
Nigeria                           50               2,894                         50               2,894
Chad                                                                                  20               3,706
TOTAL                     5,848           254,208                  35,495        1,786,535

exports
JUNE EXPORTS BY COUNTRY
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                                          9603210000 Toothbrushes
                                 June                              Year To Date                        
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada              3,318,480        2,179,601           45,650,855      14,553,796
Mexico                  845,423           748,761           11,959,999        4,685,721
Belize                                                                            7,294             95,101
Salvadr                                                                         7,555             84,428
Hondura                    2,105               4,518                    2,929             12,023
Nicarag                        585               7,470                    1,674             18,828
C Rica                      1,486               3,256                    1,583             12,764
Panama                    4,630             38,758             2,340,629        2,459,656
Bahamas                  1,217               2,530                    1,371             11,567
Jamaica                                                                      15,996             11,461
Haiti                          1,080               4,885                  15,274             19,589
Dom Rep                43,976             40,249                248,078           197,484
Antigua                                                                       16,672             13,129
S Lucia                                                                        11,271             19,713
Barbado                    7,471             12,289                    7,608             21,545
Trinid                     163,914           128,497                412,924           487,623
Curaco                  244,440             95,621                364,752           138,045
Colomb                   26,136             18,631                306,364           202,399
Guyana                     3,700               3,687                  58,143             55,441
Surinam                    6,480               2,788                    6,765             14,441
Ecuador                157,272             68,782                157,272             68,782
Chile                         1,776               7,033                    4,312             17,360
Brazil                                                                           20,900             53,566
Uruguay                                                                    107,057           113,007
Argent                   649,332           160,398             2,347,391        1,008,247
Norway                                                                       10,435             22,218
Finland                                                                        13,184               7,512
U King                    35,664             57,810                178,545           293,847
Ireland                  432,000           142,884             3,372,800        1,147,626
Nethlds                        432               4,092                  13,089           147,310
Belgium                                                                      15,414             14,072
France                  328,500           657,000                659,467        2,827,642
Germany            3,060,696           564,945             9,843,754        1,648,485
Czech                   829,538           364,281             4,016,914        1,906,496
Switzld                      5,000               3,497                331,676             46,682
Lithuan                                                                          7,296             14,769
Ukraine                                                                         5,256             15,234
Turkmen                                                                          179             14,341
Spain                        4,092               9,540                    8,619             26,702
Italy                                                                               1,228             21,101
Greece                    12,000             20,040                  12,000             20,040
Romania                                                                       3,000               8,850
Israel                                                                             2,931             32,822
Kuwait                                                                         15,958             32,322
S Arab                         162               3,252                    4,794             20,428
Arab Em                                                                   207,747             69,464
India                      887,710           307,366             4,015,577        1,492,340
Pakistn                                                                        19,958           182,256
Burma                                                                         52,320             80,885
Thailnd                                                                      342,375             56,719
Singapr                     1,337             24,089                    2,481             33,410
Indnsia                                                                        11,040               4,051
Phil R                        7,200               8,280                  15,081             72,304
China                 1,221,538           716,830             4,988,042        2,893,756
Kor Rep                432,542           356,760             4,452,243        3,088,104
Hg Kong               624,438           297,471             3,614,591        2,322,715
Taiwan                                                                      178,422             87,085
Japan                    180,700             42,044                801,056           188,476
Austral                      6,615             33,455                196,651           252,131
Fr Poly                                                                             117               2,594
Rep Saf                    2,400             19,509                    2,400             19,509
Namibia                                                                      66,744             20,212
TOTAL            13,552,067        7,160,899         101,558,052      43,510,226

9603290000 Shaving Brushes, Hairbrushes, Nail Brushes,
Eyelash Brushes & Other Toilet Brushes For Use on the Person

                                 June                              Year To Date                        
Country            Net Q/No.              Value           Net Q./No.              Value
Canada                 245,748           358,044             1,921,020        2,328,427

Mexico                    49,555           285,539                354,626        1,865,219
Guatmal                    1,305             15,376                    1,622             18,947
Salvadr                                                                         1,152               2,623
Hondura                                                                        4,081             37,607
C Rica                                                                           2,856               5,033
Panama                    1,513             27,128                  12,324             44,130
Jamaica                                                                           886             30,205
Cayman                                                                        5,074               6,087
Dom Rep                                                                    18,660             49,934
Antigua                                                                            277               2,536
Trinid                       17,784               8,658                108,749           133,591
S Maarte                   2,520               5,738                    2,520               5,738
Colomb                 285,131           143,581                294,260           311,016
Ecuador                  11,784             13,668                  61,784           149,977
Peru                                                                                 653             13,099
Chile                                                                             2,679             28,065
Brazil                 1,435,248           511,103             3,896,949        1,408,942
Argent                     31,255             21,096                563,624           203,957
Iceland                      2,448               4,164                    4,176               7,205
Sweden                    1,000               7,300                    1,000               7,300
U King                    34,060             88,314                204,677           589,183
Nethlds                     3,518             10,927                  37,267           166,693
Belgium                                                                        4,871             41,466
France                    10,705             37,669                162,346           480,013
Germany                 20,306             66,329                100,710           343,535
Latvia                                                                            6,400             16,944
Russia                                                                           8,081             40,071
Spain                                                                          68,172           242,692
Italy                                                                               8,544             23,599
Greece                         647               2,768                       647               2,768
Turkey                                                                         20,486             43,535
Israel                                                                           15,858             84,000
Jordan                                                                           7,848               3,619
Kuwait                                                                           1,592             14,558
S Arab                         552               3,589                  13,226             57,255
Qatar                                                                             1,872               3,395
Arab Em                                                                     40,585           173,626
Oman                                                                                 50               3,368
Burma                                                                         10,800             16,711
Thailnd                                                                          1,926             17,611
Singapr                        331               5,940                  84,609           388,028
Phil R                                                                            3,098             33,305
China                      63,300             58,221                108,808           213,099
Kor Rep                                                                      31,954           129,939
Hg Kong                                                                     18,878             82,629
Taiwan                  141,840             31,278                835,656           277,238
Japan                                                                          28,821           137,439
Austral                    10,347             63,042                  72,730           337,775
N Zeal                       2,664               4,512                    4,463             15,006
Angola                                                                          1,403               8,209
Rep Saf                       775               3,035                    3,653             21,757
TOTAL              2,374,336        1,777,019             9,169,003      10,668,704

9603300000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes and Similar Brushes
for the Application of Cosmetics

                                 June                              Year To Date                        
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                 561,922        1,548,034             3,067,689        8,167,726
Mexico                    67,039           256,699                259,780        1,351,172
Guatmal                                                                        5,302             18,068
Salvadr                                                                            274             13,759
Nicarag                                                                         5,436             11,085
C Rica                                                                              504               2,903
Panama                                                                      18,913             43,370
Bermuda                                                                       1,196               3,253
Cayman                                                                           756               2,789
Haiti                          1,553             22,050                    2,867             43,627
Dom Rep                                                                    45,010           103,470
B Virgn                                                                             150               7,967
Barbado                                                                        5,856               5,463
Trinid                                                                                114               3,676
S Maarte                        25               3,350                  13,285             51,094
Guadlpe                           1               3,402                           1               3,402
Martinq                     1,482             21,048                    8,054             77,882





Colomb                     1,772             25,168                  23,851           172,980
Peru                          1,224               3,845                  13,068             40,031
Chile                                                                             9,448             49,501
Brazil                      20,380             54,322                  40,302           199,318
Uruguay                    2,484               3,064                    6,132             10,805
Iceland                                                                          3,003             14,592
Sweden                                                                       17,765           126,493
Norway                     4,909             69,703                    7,607           101,121
Finland                         913             12,959                    7,723             97,185
U King                      6,894           104,918                426,116        1,760,834
Ireland                                                                           2,168             24,106
Nethlds                     6,300             28,728                119,584           281,198
Belgium                    1,417             32,676                    9,187           101,338
France                         115             13,519                  17,835           225,994
Germany                                                                     64,199           206,972
Czech                                                                           1,010             11,067
Hungary                                                                             12               5,457
Switzld                                                                                 1               2,638
Estonia                            1               2,512                           1               2,512
Latvia                                                                            3,001             26,354
Poland                             1               4,036                    5,783             43,700
Russia                                                                           1,793             25,467
Spain                               1               4,652                    7,993             49,249
Portugl                                                                                 1               8,223
Italy                           1,743             26,881                  15,333           161,407
Slvenia                                                                               10               5,132
Greece                             1               3,937                    1,080             13,893
Turkey                      6,744               8,791                  19,003           327,327
Cyprus                         757             10,752                       757             10,752
Israel                         5,708               9,063                    9,182             14,829
Kuwait                       2,254             35,894                  15,618             93,207
S Arab                      6,934           240,160                  32,926           519,657

Arab Em                   7,042             46,335                  11,250             74,650
Bahrain                                                                         2,048             21,289
Thailnd                      5,186             21,066                  20,446           148,087
Vietnam                                                                       11,566             49,648
Malaysa                                                                        1,263             21,405
Singapr                   11,355             40,116                  17,544             69,781
Indnsia                      1,186             13,993                    8,420             46,977
China                        8,699           111,858                  23,992           370,312
Kor Rep                    3,171             33,898                  68,258           260,452
Hg Kong                   4,920             77,061                  15,422           228,495
Taiwan                                                                          5,048             39,404
Austral                    58,513           228,814                126,946           533,978
N Zeal                       7,920             19,030                  19,141             47,679
Moroc                                                                            1,766               7,541
Tunisia                                                                             302             25,711
Maurit                                                                                   1               6,249
Rep Saf                       208             23,513                    9,311           122,917
TOTAL                 810,774        3,165,847             4,659,403      16,718,620

9603402000 Paint Rollers
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                   77,840           184,454                449,620        1,000,240
Mexico                    19,418             32,573                117,557           270,315
Guatmal                                                                        3,513             11,950
Salvadr                                                                         1,031             13,610
Hondura                                                                        1,209             15,960
Nicarag                                                                         2,409             31,794
C Rica                      1,877               8,717                    1,897             12,789
Panama                    1,616               3,522                  32,008             36,110
Bermuda                   1,844               5,143                    7,148             18,968
Haiti                             600             17,100                    2,646             25,186
S Lucia                                                                         1,693               4,165
Grenada                   2,160               3,142                    2,160               3,142
Trinid                        9,012             13,276                  23,792             49,505
S Maarte                                                                      1,764               3,689
Colomb                                                                            584             10,256
Surinam                                                                           579               7,649
Ecuador                                                                        3,873               5,676
Peru                       17,502             38,521                  17,502             38,521
Chile                                                                             4,722               5,400
Brazil                                                                               566             10,720
U King                                                                          2,025             19,809
Belgium                                                                        3,720               3,055
France                                                                          1,952               5,814
Germany                10,058             14,011                  36,268             53,906
Lithuan                                                                            876               2,525
Poland                      1,090             14,390                    1,197             17,258
Russia                      5,328               9,218                    5,328               9,218
Italy                          1,000               2,950                    1,000               2,950
Israel                           219               5,111                    2,437             34,388
Kuwait                                                                          1,095               2,941
S Arab                                                                        74,108             68,810
Arab Em                   1,860               2,593                    2,935             12,518
India                                                                           39,594           136,080
Thailnd                                                                              97             11,485
Vietnam                                                                           269               2,543
Malaysa                                                                        1,706             16,958
Singapr                                                                            217               4,224
China                                                                               223               2,947
Kor Rep                                                                        2,291             37,629
Hg Kong                                                                       1,471             21,280
Taiwan                                                                               50               3,860
Japan                                                                                  7               3,280
Austral                      7,170             11,526                    8,177             21,097
N Zeal                                                                          6,965             27,201
Fiji                                                                                 8,620             11,056
Rep Saf                                                                    129,260             91,181
TOTAL                 158,594           366,247             1,008,161        2,199,658

                                         9603404020 Paint Pads
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                      5,700               5,508                    9,434             20,590
Guatmal                                                                           464               4,093
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Hondura                                                                           196               2,962
Panama                                                                           144               2,660
Dom Rep                     210               4,159                       210               4,159
Brazil                                                                           16,333           105,099
Finland                                                                          2,000               3,320
U King                                                                           3,600             24,860
Germany                                                                          170               3,390
Singapr                                                                         2,520               6,276
China                                                                            2,427             30,948
Hg Kong                                                                       8,677             36,454
Austral                    44,890             40,682                  56,214             52,780
N Zeal                                                                           2,556               6,469
TOTAL                   50,800             50,349                104,945           304,060

9603404050 Paint, Distemper, Varnish or Similar Brushes
(Except Brushes of 9603.30)

                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                 113,175           676,000                972,886        4,079,374
Mexico                         457             10,252                  20,201           156,288
Guatmal                                                                        1,417               3,733
Salvadr                                                                              91               3,743
Hondura                       106             12,789                  26,593           175,374
Nicarag                                                                         1,011             25,243
C Rica                                                                              587             14,529
Panama                    3,637             52,460                  14,391           207,130
Bermuda                                                                       5,135             15,116
Bahamas                                                                         366               5,708
Jamaica                                                                        8,614             87,370
Cayman                         12               2,708                    7,090             20,867
Haiti                             278             42,514                       865             83,124
Dom Rep                                                                      3,675             76,600
B Virgn                                                                             345               3,323
Grenada                   3,816               5,798                    3,816               5,798
Barbado                       272               6,273                       272               6,273
Trinid                                                                                939             26,709
S Maarte                                                                       3,940             13,110
Aruba                                                                                   4               8,183
Colomb                                                                         2,282             16,663
Ecuador                       218               5,029                       436             10,058
Peru                             224               5,167                    6,242             27,874
Chile                                                                                872             13,528
Brazil                                                                                659             14,375
Uruguay                                                                        2,232               9,157
Argent                                                                           3,292             76,040
Finland                         500               2,935                       500               2,935
U King                  123,814           514,439                318,820        1,478,614
Ireland                                                                              725             11,489
Nethlds                     9,008             39,981                  28,274           107,081
France                                                                          2,309             34,842
Germany                   7,800             17,491                  19,766             91,975
Austria                                                                             468               3,407
Czech                       1,197             27,650                    2,219             55,300
Slovak                       5,000             27,650                    6,337             58,012
Poland                      2,510               7,028                    9,192             34,667
Russia                      5,472             10,153                    5,472             10,153
Spain                                                                                 13               2,516
Italy                                                                               2,646             15,973
Slvenia                           13               5,710                         13               5,710
Turkey                                                                           1,755             14,535
Israel                                                                             2,542             47,849
S Arab                      1,052               6,167                    5,240             26,924
Qatar                           300               5,460                       300               5,460
Arab Em                                                                       1,060               5,666
Bahrain                                                                            800               6,650
India                                                                              2,146             14,794
Thailnd                         134               3,097                       198             29,029
Singapr                     1,761               3,924                    5,644             70,165
Phil R                                                                            3,402             36,150
China                      50,680           154,268                  56,087           285,903
Kor Rep                  42,406           225,069                193,496        1,157,183
Hg Kong                                                                          664             10,193
Taiwan                                                                             943             16,782

Japan                           288               9,235                    1,614             17,630
Austral                                                                          5,353             35,929
N Zeal                                                                         29,664           126,150
Samoa                                                                             130               3,000
Microns                                                                         1,560               7,945
TOTAL                 374,130        1,879,247             1,797,605        9,015,901

9603900000 Hand-Operated Mechanical Floor Sweepers,
Not Motorized, Mops & Feather Dusters; Prepared Knots & Tufts

for Broom or Brush Making, NESOI
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Greenld                                                                            150               3,791
Canada                 241,224        3,838,367             1,133,734      18,783,344
Mexico                    27,232           366,048                183,132        2,390,036
Guatmal                       465             14,852                    1,486             32,524
Salvadr                                                                            316               6,096
Hondura                                                                             60               4,885
Nicarag                                                                            544               8,202
C Rica                             2               2,700                    3,917             50,732
Panama                       768             16,534                    5,861             81,631
Bermuda                        60               2,672                       521             17,305
Bahamas                     400               5,124                    4,150             44,225
Jamaica                       141               3,550                    1,416             14,765
Cayman                                                                             27               9,758
Haiti                                                                                 150               5,766
Dom Rep                  4,772             27,395                    6,336             62,892
B Virgn                                                                             137               3,455
St K N                                                                           1,336               3,769
Antigua                          33               2,543                         33               2,543
S Lucia                                                                         3,421             18,100
S Vn Gr                                                                            816               2,626
Grenada                                                                           510             12,859
Barbado                                                                           514               8,099
Trinid                         1,500             37,908                    4,811             83,270
S Maarte                        15               3,915                         45             11,745
Curaco                                                                          1,846             20,701
Aruba                               1               3,486                       573             27,735
Colomb                     3,871             59,033                    7,796           132,647
Venez                            80               3,920                  76,775        1,283,209
Guyana                                                                                6               8,149
Surinam                                                                           215               3,481
Ecuador                       593             18,572                    8,096             50,596
Peru                             299               7,534                    4,670             80,802
Chile                         3,177             27,186                  16,047           359,257
Brazil                        3,317             37,027                  16,908           190,502
Paragua                                                                           815               5,624
Uruguay                                                                           220               2,628
Argent                            50               2,520                       845             24,904
Sweden                         20               6,575                       992             30,076
Norway                        932             23,489                  18,318           181,587
Finland                                                                          2,179             26,858
Denmark                   3,191             63,753                  13,676           325,488
U King                      9,626           176,863                126,107        1,136,955
Ireland                         330             12,542                    3,805           103,346
Nethlds                     2,153             94,187                  24,094           362,752
Belgium                    2,627             68,516                  21,373           419,386
Luxmbrg                                                                           390             12,620
France                         588             34,854                  29,454           463,988
Germany                   2,819             55,238                  33,841           508,605
Austria                                                                             675             20,922
Czech                                                                                40               4,560
Hungary                                                                             60               4,275
Switzld                                                                             945             21,198
Estonia                                                                                 4               2,695
Lithuan                                                                             186               4,685
Poland                         135               2,603                    3,437             59,060
Russia                         936             23,592                    8,784             73,733
Georgia                                                                            505               3,446
Spain                        3,057             16,065                    4,623             35,242
Portugl                                                                             171               4,313
Italy                              322               8,973                    9,962           195,371
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Croatia                                                                          1,225               2,853
Macedon                                                                          164               4,125
Greece                                                                             129               3,250
Bulgar                                                                              102               2,573
Turkey                                                                              818             15,712
Lebanon                                                                           912               7,350
Iraq                                                                                  289               8,379
Israel                            750               5,610                    4,009             94,383
Kuwait                       1,100             10,820                    2,406             63,765
S Arab                     11,570             70,779                  49,160           841,871
Qatar                           600             11,112                    1,895             54,276
Arab Em                   3,255             41,030                  18,887           235,546
Oman                                                                                   4               6,370
Bahrain                        208               5,241                    2,708             22,166
Afghan                                                                          1,351             31,129
India                             391             12,982                    4,257           103,143
Bngldsh                                                                            434             18,500
Thailnd                                                                             994             17,852
Vietnam                                                                        2,671             50,830
Cambod                                                                           105               2,650
Malaysa                    3,181             27,221                    7,527             98,747
Singapr                     4,592             91,552                  28,489           531,864
Indnsia                                                                          3,927             34,683
Phil R                           535             13,475                    5,583             85,212
China                        5,177             78,837                  58,007           706,839
Kor Rep                    2,240             49,179                  15,439           204,131
Hg Kong                 12,331             98,974                  18,764           641,570
Taiwan                         917             29,122                    3,826             95,247
Japan                      12,982           223,967                  76,441        1,007,284
Austral                      3,974             65,631                  53,473           744,038
N Zeal                       2,921             14,690                  10,860             80,665
Egypt                             20               6,966                    2,710             12,966
Eq Guin                       300             11,985                       300             11,985
Senegal                                                                        1,550             15,500
Guinea                                                                             850               8,500
Ghana                                                                                31               2,997
Togo                                                                                 850               8,500
Nigeria                                                                          2,775             45,009
Chad                                                                                    6             18,920
Burkina                                                                         1,700             17,000
Benin                                                                            2,064             20,640
Congo B                                                                          800               8,000
Rwanda                       350               3,500                    4,250             42,500
Tnzania                                                                         1,740             17,400
Rep Saf                       827               8,092                    9,369           117,025
Namibia                                                                        4,175             13,000
TOTAL                 382,957        5,948,901             2,199,882        34,030,75

0502100000 Pigs’, Hogs’ or Boars’ Bristles
and Hair and Waste Thereof

                                 June                              Year To Date
Country           Net Q/KG              Value           Net Q/KG              Value
Thailnd                                                                             178             11,854
China                      10,444           206,771                114,915        2,388,485
TOTAL                   10,444           206,771                115,093        2,400,339 

0502900000 Badger Hair and Other
Brushmaking Hair and Waste Thereof

                                 June                              Year To Date
Country          Net Q/KG              Value           Net Q/KG              Value
U King                                                                                17             11,661
Italy                                  1               4,076                           1               4,076
Thailnd                                                                          1,187             58,564
China                        2,100             51,495                  17,579           451,617
Japan                                                                                   4               7,747
TOTAL                     2,101             55,571                  18,788           533,665

0511993300 Horsehair and Horsehair Waste, Whether or Not
Put Up As A Layer With or Without Supporting Material

                                 June                              Year To Date
Country           Net Q/KG              Value           Net Q/KG              Value
Paragua                                                                      12,550           177,256
U King                                                                                17               8,123
Germany                   5,689             62,698                  17,870           202,544
China                      23,311           406,138                125,928        2,032,769
Austral                                                                               24             10,145
TOTAL                   29,000           468,836                156,389        2,430,837
                                          

1404903000 Istle Used Primarily In Brooms or In Brushes,
Whether or Not In Hanks or Bundles

                                 June                              Year To Date
Country          Net Q/KG              Value           Net Q/KG              Value
Mexico                    44,821           266,563                275,111        1,585,237
China                                                                               559             28,513
TOTAL                   44,821           266,563                275,670        1,613,750

4417002000 Broom and Mop Handles, 1.9 CM or More In
Diameter and 97 CM or More In Length, Of Wood

                                 June                              Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                                                                       16,183               7,435
Mexico                    45,500             22,218                117,750             57,944
Hondura                389,984           249,239             2,415,532        1,538,447
Colomb                                                                       93,900             26,978
Brazil                     911,905        1,008,860             4,324,904        5,054,768
Indnsia                    20,171             45,060                233,588           328,503
China                    269,490           161,484             1,026,455           666,363
Taiwan                      2,664               2,124                    5,904               4,655
TOTAL              1,639,714        1,488,985             8,234,216        7,685,093

4417004000 Paint Brush and Paint Roller Handles, Of Wood
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country   Net Q/Variable              Value    Net Q/Variable              Value
Chile                                               52,797                                         52,797
Germany                                        19,669                                         28,269
Czech                                                                                                 79,387
Poland                                                                                              343,260
Italy                                           1,018,715                                    4,686,692
Thailnd                                           17,536                                         79,498
Singapr                                             3,440                                           3,440
Indnsia                                           51,492                                       471,914
China                                            336,485                                    1,841,055
TOTAL                                      1,500,134                                    7,586,312

4417006000 Brush Backs, Of Wood
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                 244,440             83,966             1,737,973           681,777
Sri Lka                  222,688           120,564             1,667,532           808,035
Indnsia                                                                      237,069           152,935
China                                                                            6,720               4,384
TOTAL                 467,128           204,530             3,649,294        1,647,131
                                          

4417008010 Tool Handles of Wood
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country    Net Q/Variable              Value    Net Q/Variable              Value
Canada                                          28,924                                       103,352
Mexico                                            51,958                                       267,836
Hondura                                         78,133                                       524,518
Brazil                                            281,259                                    1,587,729
Germany                                                                                            29,977
Italy                                                 64,522                                       373,848
Pakistn                                                                                               23,157
Vietnam                                          43,593                                       250,671
China                                              77,108                                       466,520
Taiwan                                            48,471                                       342,068
Austral                                                                                                  2,264
TOTAL                                         673,968                                    3,971,940

imports
JUNE EXPORTS BY COUNTRY
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4417008090 Tools, Tool Bodies, Broom or Brush Bodies,
Shoe Lasts and Trees, of Wood

                                 June                              Year To Date
Country   Net Q/Variable              Value    Net Q/Variable              Value
Canada                                          10,483                                       171,669
Mexico                                              7,782                                         38,863
Colomb                                                                                               10,796
Chile                                             522,762                                    3,362,637
Sweden                                            4,050                                           4,050
U King                                            16,471                                         62,818
France                                            14,853                                         14,853
Germany                                          8,214                                         73,507
Austria                                                                                                  4,236
Czech                                               3,247                                           3,247
Spain                                                                                                    9,103
Italy                                                   3,059                                         62,467
Croatia                                             2,642                                           5,564
Romania                                                                                             20,621
India                                               18,938                                       707,351
Sri Lka                                            61,223                                       317,248
Thailnd                                           19,700                                         28,852
Indnsia                                                                                                43,170
China                                         1,064,511                                    3,709,296
Kor Rep                                                                                                8,418
Hg Kong                                                                                               2,278
Taiwan                                            11,976                                         69,165
Japan                                           406,011                                    1,838,922
TOTAL                                      2,175,922                                  10,569,131

7326908576 Metal Handles For Brooms, Mops, Paint Applicators
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                    15,552               6,757                284,136           150,844
Brazil                      16,656               8,854                  71,772             40,037
Sweden                                                                       17,602             43,960
Denmark                      905               6,155                    2,710             35,185
Belgium                         16               3,909                         16               3,909
Germany                                                                       5,893             17,602
Spain                    470,400           186,880             5,421,528        2,084,947
Italy                       368,549           699,227             1,618,586        3,687,044
China                    829,799           820,559             6,172,559        6,592,099
Hg Kong                                                                       2,000               2,109
Taiwan                                                                      387,306           235,904
TOTAL              1,701,877        1,732,341           13,984,108      12,893,640

9603100500 Wiskbrooms, of Broom Corn, LT=.96 EA. Prior to Entry
or Withdrawal for Consumption of 61,655 Dozen In Calendar Year
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
China                                                                          76,317             66,389
96,031,005                                                                  76,317             66,389

9603104000 Other Brooms, of Broomcorn, LT=.96 EA, At Entry or
Withdrawal For Consumption of GT=121,478 Dozen in Calendar Year
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                      5,232               3,412                  29,892             20,855
TOTAL                     5,232               3,412                  29,892             20,855

9603106000 Other Brooms, Of Broomcorn, Valued Over .96 Each
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                  695,572        1,735,048             3,723,640        9,418,373
Indnsia                      9,478             25,942                    9,478             25,942
China                        2,868               8,422                    7,548             21,091
TOTAL                 707,918        1,769,412             3,740,666        9,465,406

9603109000 Brooms & Brushes, Consisting of Twigs
or Other Vegetable Materials Bound Together,

With or Without Handles, NESOI
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                   72,540             83,828                642,643           768,649
Mexico                    11,130             18,356                  29,616             75,010

Sweden                       300               3,026                       300               3,026
Finland                                                                             376             12,111
U King                                                                         23,919             15,672
Germany                                                                          650             10,112
Estonia                                                                             196               6,345
Spain                                                                               432               4,627
Italy                                                                             25,268             29,961
India                          2,500               2,693                  44,285             65,109
Sri Lka                  132,385           115,018                985,910           917,522
Thailnd                      9,500             14,617                  29,500             42,722
Vietnam                  38,300             38,329                178,848           202,607
Phil R                      20,347             22,833                  32,439             47,425
China                      21,110             35,632                101,454           126,227
Kor Rep                                                                        2,580               9,725
Hg Kong                                                                       1,320               5,153
Taiwan                         500               2,289                       500               2,289
Japan                                                                            4,200               2,555
Austral                           36               2,202                         36               2,202
TOTAL                 308,648           338,823             2,104,472        2,349,049

9603210000 Toothbrushes, Incl. Dental-Plate Brushes
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                   57,016             36,483                196,620           126,824
Mexico                  305,668           162,901             1,849,564           979,618
Guatmal             1,537,344           202,031           11,742,072        1,558,714
Curaco                    40,680             58,690                  40,680             58,690
Chile                       42,048               6,063                  42,048               6,063
Brazil                                                                         514,800           138,695
Sweden                  24,126             44,119                104,898           203,093
U King                                                                         81,560             39,169
Ireland                    57,240           155,759                819,816           917,180
Nethlds                                                                     120,000             12,622
Germany            3,937,118        2,010,349           19,845,808      10,192,257
Hungary                    2,112               4,255                  71,976           103,850
Switzld               4,365,034        3,373,112           22,096,838      17,713,517
Italy                           5,040               7,216                408,078           272,925
Bulgar                          680               4,155                       680               4,155
Arab Em                                                                   229,800             54,875
India                   2,255,132           558,691           26,955,080        4,572,681
Thailnd                  293,976             81,282             1,260,096           345,623
Vietnam             1,712,595           233,559           43,129,044        2,610,937
Malaysa                295,616             31,942                927,444           123,281
Singapr                                                                         2,280               4,304
China               68,194,826      12,112,019         414,553,805      75,059,104
Kor Rep                515,874           198,744             2,344,752           891,939
Hg Kong                 19,050               2,283                235,040             31,054
Taiwan                    55,250             44,613             6,704,168        1,310,836
Japan                      36,770             41,281             1,940,066           392,978
TOTAL            83,753,195      19,369,547         556,217,013    117,724,984

9603294010 Hairbrushes, Valued Not Over .40 Each
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
IItaly                                                                          420,000               3,314
China                 3,608,591           874,737           20,936,371        5,258,551
Taiwan                                                                        46,476             15,670
TOTAL              3,608,591           874,737           21,402,847        5,277,535

9603294090 Shaving Brushes, Nail Brushes,
Eyelash Brushes & Other Toilet Brushes For Use On The Person,

Valued Not Over .40 Each
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                  120,850             14,730             1,098,000           162,346
C Rica                                                                         12,996               4,380
U King                                                                              720               3,654
France                  100,000             14,830                100,000             14,830
Germany               352,800             79,729             2,399,220           524,671
Italy                                                                        1,324,234           112,009
Indnsia                  217,000               8,928                217,000               8,928
China                 2,681,898           394,447           23,756,867        3,950,772
Kor Rep             2,116,000             51,517             5,652,953           193,444
Hg Kong                                                                1,788,420           570,669
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Taiwan                                                                    1,117,000           125,992
Japan                                                                          50,000               9,036
TOTAL              5,588,548           564,181           37,517,410        5,680,731

9603302000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes & Similar Brushes For
Application Of Cosmetics, Valued Not Over .05 Each

                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                  883,994             25,461             2,573,994             58,882
U King                                                                       209,462               5,521
France               5,360,000           193,963           22,190,000           796,200
Germany                                                                4,242,400           120,747
Italy                    5,185,500             73,691           35,276,069           506,133
India                   1,620,000             20,877             8,935,280           126,288
Vietnam                815,000             11,244             8,680,000           104,543
China               15,372,403           446,364           89,420,953        2,292,716
Kor Rep             1,054,000             26,435           15,164,000           295,389
Hg Kong                                                                   362,880               9,786
Taiwan                                                                   3,647,980             69,113
TOTAL            30,290,897           798,035         190,703,018        4,385,318

                                          
9603304000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes & Similar Brushes For
Application of Cosmetics, Valued Over .05 But not Over .10 Each

                                 June                              Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico               1,975,935           150,698           12,756,281           959,665
France                                                                      200,000             12,413
Germany            5,047,500           293,717           20,707,013        1,233,615
India                                                                          479,173             47,134
China               10,262,754           809,307           69,223,226        5,446,499
Kor Rep                                                                      50,000               4,143
Hg Kong               360,000             25,375                360,000             25,375
Taiwan                  191,298             14,682                353,442             31,105
TOTAL            17,837,487        1,293,779         104,129,135        7,759,949

9603306000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes & Similar Brushes For
Application Of Cosmetics, Valued Over .10 Each

                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                     1,077             26,283                  14,418             86,430
Mexico             16,961,916        2,510,297           98,069,297      14,339,090
Dom Rep              397,514           435,105             1,022,620        1,253,002
B Virgn                                                                          2,000               4,875
Colomb                                                                         3,523           281,882
Sweden                    1,410               5,725                    2,610             11,636
U King                    42,816           118,524                329,796           701,848
France                    50,002           316,492                584,163        2,032,092
Germany               435,412           308,305             4,502,829        2,276,302
Czech                                                                           5,232               4,771
Hungary                                                                           800               8,351
Switzld                         651             14,797                  17,441           107,941
Poland                    14,000               9,726                  18,000             12,011
Russia                                                                           8,100               3,003
Spain                      45,834           123,212                  89,253           311,144
Portugl                                                                             420               3,417
Italy                       260,991           151,248                651,138           670,091
Greece                                                                             257               4,996
Israel                                                                             1,128               9,135
India                      801,595           320,982             4,472,139        1,904,390
Sri Lka                  153,954           200,160             1,493,748        1,068,199
Thailnd                  170,945           127,052             1,619,302           826,950
Vietnam                793,256           192,055             4,822,530        1,712,671
Indnsia                                                                             480               8,268
China               40,966,973      31,926,624         213,336,310    162,489,484
Kor Rep                488,910           511,250             3,947,433        3,305,762
Hg Kong            1,508,233           857,743             2,392,126        2,150,297
Taiwan                  413,535             85,793             1,120,984           528,036
Japan                    442,203        1,468,013             1,587,247        5,993,685
Austral                         442               4,834                    1,696             20,853
N Zeal                                                                              600               6,095
Camroon                                                                     24,000               5,988
Maurit                     21,046           107,445                137,816           680,594
TOTAL            63,972,715      39,821,665         340,279,436    202,823,289

9603402000 Paint Rollers
                                 June                              Year To Date
Canada                   18,332             32,329                  64,248           148,359
Mexico                  343,673           335,617             2,619,189        1,899,300
Sweden                  10,860             18,634                  20,220             35,375
U King                                                                         60,960             40,522
Nethlds                                                                         3,958             16,427
Germany               186,508             54,323                547,314           167,478
Czech                     16,000               3,365             2,306,362           230,227
Spain                                                                            2,875               4,940
Israel                                                                                200               5,655
Cambod                596,188           128,216             2,345,776           491,686
China                 5,359,155        2,867,263           30,036,917      15,447,500
Taiwan                    15,026               5,910                  15,026               5,910
TOTAL              6,545,742        3,445,657           38,023,045      18,493,379

9603404020 Paint Pads (Other Than Of Subheading 9603.30)
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country           Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                                                                            760               4,033
U King                      3,000               2,450                  29,100             23,386
Pakistn                                                                        90,880             33,166
Cambod                    6,144             10,892                    6,144             10,892
China                    757,939           513,564             7,155,728        3,329,258
Hg Kong                                                                     16,080             26,889
Taiwan                    44,160             15,573                216,488           162,220
TOTAL                 811,243           542,479             7,515,180        3,589,844

                                          
9603404040 Natural Bristle Brushes, Other Than Brushes Of

Subheading 9603.30
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                   18,866             21,233                111,759           126,399
U King                      4,740               9,007                  74,483           132,748
Germany                      327               3,226                  13,057             50,952
Switzld                                                                                 3             11,983
Poland                                                                        19,000             15,121
Italy                           1,200               8,269                113,088           761,305
Turkey                                                                         47,096           173,197
Indnsia               4,190,924           716,428           22,989,712        3,873,803
China                 6,796,245        1,031,554           29,924,631        5,492,129
Taiwan                    58,080             19,992                  58,080             19,992
Japan                                                                                 70               2,436
TOTAL            11,070,382        1,809,709           53,350,979      10,660,065

9603404060 Paint, Distemper, Varnish/Similr Brushes Exc Brushes
of Subheading 9603.30 NESOI

                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.  ValueCanada
Canada                     8,064             12,286                  21,702             52,852
Mexico                    70,324             19,589                134,939             54,352
Dom Rep                                                                      3,400               2,928
Sweden                       100               4,462                  22,910             28,983
U King                         250               3,162                244,766           104,077
Nethlds                   50,000               4,089                  50,380               7,826
Belgium                  39,036             10,972                  39,036             10,972
Germany               149,479           341,393                172,733           447,883
Spain                                                                               768               2,232
Italy                                                                             10,594             24,637
Greece                                                                             211               6,336
Romania                      501               2,621                       501               2,621
Turkey                                                                         40,876           146,400
Israel                       13,588             19,012                  13,588             19,012
Sri Lka                                                                          5,616             19,865
Vietnam                                                                        3,756               9,729
Indnsia                  850,248           194,259             5,440,292        1,409,808
Phil R                                                                            2,132             15,568
China               23,113,146        6,375,815         122,210,219      36,300,211
Kor Rep                  20,800               9,073                  22,100             11,987
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Hg Kong                                                                     62,712             23,682
Taiwan                      2,002               6,393                115,126             77,289
Japan                      69,798             65,412                373,439           390,887
Austral                                                                          1,800               6,905
Rep Saf                    1,556             24,568                177,079           182,328
TOTAL            24,388,892        7,093,106         129,170,675      39,359,370

9603908010 Wiskbrooms
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                                                                          3,480               2,342
Ukraine                                                                         4,206               5,675
Sri Lka                                                                        20,798             46,845
China                      92,544           103,002             1,012,560           786,383
Hg Kong               114,000             21,936                114,000             21,936
Taiwan                      4,608               5,447                    4,608               5,447
TOTAL                 211,152           130,385             1,159,652           868,628

9603908020 Upright Brooms
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Mexico                    28,304             68,750                109,325           199,874
Guatmal                  34,800             23,919                  91,810           131,116
Colomb                                                                         3,600               3,330
Peru                          3,132               6,831                    3,132               6,831
Brazil                                                                           27,527             93,877
Sweden                                                                            200               5,345
Germany                      930               3,617                  14,560             56,197
Switzld                                                                          2,008               7,066
Poland                         576               2,553                  18,864             84,215
Spain                      14,400             19,911                  60,720             93,286
Italy                         14,172             87,975                  79,867           544,616
India                          2,704               5,189                    2,779               7,849
Sri Lka                    81,032           182,684                478,654        1,223,353
Vietnam                                                                      10,000             12,630
China                    779,343        1,121,724             7,717,148        9,173,029
Hg Kong                                                                            12             16,532
Taiwan                         360               6,762                  11,724             24,867
TOTAL                 959,753        1,529,915             8,631,930      11,684,013
                                         

9603908030 Push Brooms, 41 CM or Less in Width
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                                                                            772               8,288
Mexico                         485               5,326                       923               8,720
Anglla                                                                          16,000               8,232
Switzld                                                                          5,000               3,086
Sri Lka                    82,328           181,847                485,540        1,357,673
China                      28,636           112,963                202,536           587,678
Taiwan                                                                             605             11,446
TOTAL                 111,449           300,136                711,376        1,985,123

9603908040 Other Brooms, NESOI
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                                                                         6,915             80,868
Mexico                  521,847           854,242             2,600,401        4,110,316
Guatmal                                                                        5,212             25,893
Salvadr                   29,136             32,436                153,180           167,320
Dom Rep                                                                      1,728             32,965
Colomb                   25,044             11,502                281,221           277,064
Venez                                                                          27,470             22,603
Brazil                      45,570             70,294                201,801           287,322
Denmark                                                                       3,230             25,976
U King                                                                              924             11,574
Germany                   1,044               3,564                    8,444             26,217
Czech                     55,800             19,972                250,272             79,467
Poland                      2,310               4,427                    2,310               4,427
Spain                                                                          17,040             18,393

Portugl                                                                        24,240             31,030
Italy                           1,215             36,459                  80,186           387,481
Israel                                                                           11,365             33,425
India                             150               6,412                    2,191             12,653
Sri Lka                  151,225           265,217                641,103        1,183,810
Thailnd                    10,600             14,126                  55,269             88,399
Vietnam                    9,750             12,849                102,860           132,978
Phil R                      11,000             12,225                  11,000             12,225
China                    696,058        1,082,825             2,272,917        3,700,141
Kor Rep                                                                        7,160             35,343
Hg Kong                                                                     47,000             10,625
Taiwan                                                                          4,840             15,546
TOTAL              1,560,749        2,426,550             6,820,279      10,814,061

9603908050 Brooms, Brushes, Sqeegees, Etc., NESOI
                                 June                              Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.              Value            Net Q/No.              Value
Canada                                     1,572,513                                    9,076,354
Mexico                                       5,746,598                                  32,486,967
Guatmal                                                                                              18,478
Salvadr                                           63,589                                       233,205
Hondura                                    1,776,360                                    9,466,362
Dom Rep                                        33,000                                       205,598
Colomb                                           63,238                                       319,610
Venez                                             16,797                                         20,878
Brazil                                              15,267                                       147,734
Argent                                             62,872                                       157,413
Sweden                                          12,685                                         42,427
Finland                                           37,877                                         55,609
Denmark                                      317,452                                    1,837,248
U King                                            59,115                                       382,950
Nethlds                                             9,532                                       212,985
Belgium                                        246,537                                       950,448
France                                              5,696                                       170,765
Germany                                      435,319                                    1,626,817
Czech                                               2,542                                         53,019
Slovak                                                                                                12,409
Hungary                                                                                                2,105
Switzld                                            29,451                                       123,227
Estonia                                             4,548                                         17,794
Latvia                                                                                                    6,100
Lithuan                                           15,087                                        176,411
Poland                                            57,722                                       276,364
Spain                                              70,054                                       609,538
Italy                                              304,561                                    1,530,504
Serbia                                                                                                   5,832
Romania                                                                                               4,223
Turkey                                              6,075                                         33,349
Israel                                              97,015                                       522,204
Arab Em                                         36,844                                         73,688
India                                                                                                 161,164
Pakistn                                         552,623                                    2,944,386
Bngldsh                                                                                              65,962
Sri Lka                                          253,209                                    1,740,578
Thailnd                                         223,264                                    1,238,131
Vietnam                                          40,697                                       262,309
Cambod                                           2,033                                        115,957
Malaysa                                          49,664                                       571,261
Singapr                                           11,387                                         31,819
Indnsia                                           23,524                                       387,410
China                                       41,145,356                                247,543,195
Kor Rep                                        120,820                                    1,220,406
Hg Kong                                       397,255                                    3,382,779
Taiwan                                       1,500,365                                    7,243,949
Japan                                             83,211                                       303,906
Austral                                            84,285                                       448,635
N Zeal                                          125,576                                       360,641
Egypt                                              23,736                                       120,234
TOTAL                                    55,735,351                                329,001,337
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The annual National Broom, Mop & Brush Meeting is scheduled for
November 17-18, 2016, in St. Louis, MO. The event will again take place
at the Renaissance St. Louis Airport Hotel.
Co-chairmen Kevin Monahan, of Monahan Partners, and Don

Leventhal, of Newton Broom & Brush Company, have been working to
ensure all manufacturers, suppliers and trade press representing different
broom, mop, brush and related industries are invited. 
“Don and I were pleased with last year’s turnout, but we believe there

is still room for growth this year,” Monahan said. “We’re excited about
our featured speakers and the benefits of the annual industry reports. 
“However, the greatest benefit remains the ability to have face time

with multiple existing and potential suppliers/customers.  There is simply
no better way to communicate, and this meeting provides that
irreplaceable opportunity. I think past attendees of the National Broom,
Mop & Brush Meeting have recognized the value in a meeting being so
efficient and affordable.”
The event begins on Thursday, November 17, with registration from 4 to 6

p.m., a network hour from 5 to 6 p.m., and dinner starting at 6 p.m. 
The main program will take place on Friday, November 18, starting

with a breakfast buffet at 7 a.m. The meeting portion of the event begins
around 8:15 a.m. with opening remarks, to be followed by guest speakers
Brad Jones, Missouri state director of the National Federation of
Independent Business; and Bethany Hearn, principal of Forensic and
Valuation Services, of CliftonLarsonAllen.

Jones will speak on the 2016 U.S. national election and how its results
could impact business; while Hearn will discuss how businesses can
prepare for a “triggering event,” such as a purchase or merger with
another company.
In addition to the guest speakers, there will be industry reports from

various professionals focusing on broom corn, tampico and palmyra
fiber; plastic filaments; wood, metal and fiberglass handles; mop yarn;
wire; packaging; and a foreign exchange update. The meeting is expected
to be completed by noon. 
The early bird registration fee and a discounted hotel rate are both

available until October 26. Those planning to spend the night at the hotel
should state that they are with the National Broom, Mop & Brush
Meeting to receive a special room rate of $114. Hotel reservations can be
made by phone at 314-429-1100 or online.
The Renaissance St. Louis Airport Hotel is located at 9804 Natural

Bridge Road, St. Louis, MO 63134. The hotel is adjacent to Lambert-St.
Louis International Airport. A complimentary shuttle service is available
between the airport and hotel.
Conference pre-registration is requested to ensure proper planning. The

2016 conference registration fee is $150 per attendee. Late registration
after October 26 or on-site is $175 (check or cash only).

For more information, contact co-chairs 
Kevin Monahan at kevin@monahanpartners.com or 

Don Leventhal at don@newtonbroom.com.

Wire is an important component for making many kinds of
brushes and related products. The type of wire used is also
varied, along with its raw material sources. 

Mike Fredrickson, of Jewel Wire, a division of Loos & Co.,
explained in a recent interview that the supply of most raw materials
needed for making wire remains steady. This steadiness is also true for the
price of these raw materials, although there are often fluctuations. 
“There hasn’t been much change in the past year. Steel prices seem to

be creeping up, and the price of nickel has also increased some, but not to
the point where it was, at times, during the past 10 years. Nickel is now
around the $4 per pound mark, compared to the high $3 per pound range
that was experienced over the past year. Copper has also fluctuated in
price,” Fredrickson said, who is the sales manager - wire division for the
company. “We monitor raw material supplies and prices monthly.”
He added that there are no major shortages of raw materials for wire

production, and that the company works with qualified vendors when
purchasing these materials. Many of these vendors are domestic. 
Jewel Wire (www.loosco.com/products/brush-wire/) produces custom

wire products from its Pomfret, CT, facility. The company provides
many wire types to the brush and related industries, including brass,
phosphor bronze, stainless steel, stainless nickel alloy, nickel silver, high
carbon and low carbon steel, and custom materials.
Wire made from these raw materials differs in tensile strength and

yield, along with fatigue, size and surface values — all important factors

for brush manufacturers who make a wide variety of products for the
industrial, janitorial, medical, aerospace and other industries. 
“We supply wire in hanks, spools, multiple ends and cut bundles. Since

we are a domestic manufacturer of wire, we can offer items in shorter lead
times. We also carry a lot of wire in stock,” Fredrickson said. “It’s
important to have products on the shelf. It creates a ‘spot-buy’ situation
for us, which can be driven by the U.S. economy.”
He added that it’s important for wire producers to do their homework

when it comes to supply and demand factors, often dictated by the
economy. 
“It takes time to draw wire. There is a lot of planning involved, so it’s

very important to know what different markets are doing,” Fredrickson
said. “It’s also important that we continue to work with our customers in
such areas as research and development. This helps them produce new
products. They are always looking for items to introduce.”
As 2017 approaches, Fredrickson sees overall business in the U.S.

brush industry remaining stable. 
“All customers are different, as some are busier than others. Overall, I

am optimistic for the various markets that involve wire and the brush
trade,” he said. “I am noticing more customers who are seeking speciality
items.
“I have seen a lot of ups and downs over the years in the wire and brush

markets. We (Jewel Wire) are always looking for the next business boom,
because when it comes, we want to be ready.” 

RawMaterial Report
By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

Annual National Broom, Mop & Brush Meeting 
Scheduled For November 17-18 In St. Louis

Mike Fredrickson
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